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Canes power play grounds Jets: Five takeaways from Carolina’s road win over Winnipeg 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes began a five-game road trip 
Tuesday against the Winnipeg Jets. Five takeaways from the 
Canes’ 4-2 victory at Canada Life Centre: 

-- There’s a lot to be said about winning -- or losing -- the first 
game of a lengthy road trip. A winning start can set the tone 
for the trip. Lose, and the pressure builds. 

The Canes got off to winning start. Sebastian Aho and 
Jaccob Slavin each had a goal and assist, and Martin Necas 
and Vincent Trocheck each scored on the power play for the 
Canes (17-6-1) while goalie Frederik Andersen earned his 
12th win and faced just 18 shots. 

The Canes’ Ian Cole was called for a five-minute major and a 
game misconduct with 12:21 left in regulation after a knee-to-
knee open-ice hit on the Jets’ Mark Scheifele. But Carolina 
protected its 4-2 lead, efficiently killing off the five minutes 
and that was that. 

“The game could have completely changed if that goes the 
other way,” Slavin said. “But we had good pressure and kept 
getting the puck 200 feet. It was a great kill.” 

-- The Canes scored the first goal of the game, always 
important, and led 1-0 after the first period on Slavin’s first 
goal of the season. But the Canes would have liked to 
squeeze more out of the period. They had a 15-5 edge in 
shots but led 16-3 in scoring chances and 10-1 in high-
danger chances according to Naturalsttatrick.com. It was that 
dominant. 

But the Canes’ continued that strong offensive play, 
especially five on five, in what Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour called a “solid game, start to finish.” The Canes 
finished with 15 high-danger scoring chances to the Jets’ one 
in five-on-five play. Added Brind’Amour: “We didn’t give them 
anything.” 

-- Seated somewhere in Canada Life Centre were Igor and 
Elena Svechnikov, who were able to see their two sons play 
in an NHL game together for the first time. Andrei 
Svechnikov faced off against his brother, Evgeny, five times 
last season as both realized a long-held dream -- Evgeny 

then with the Detroit Red Wings. But not with their dad in the 
stands. 

While Elena has spent considerable time in North America 
with her sons, Igor has been in Russia. Andrei said Tuesday 
that because of COVID-19, Igor had not been with Evgeny 
for about three years while Andrei has been to Russia in the 
off-season to spend some time at home. 

Both Andrei and Evgeny played with a little extra bounce in 
their step. And maybe with a tear or two in their eyes. 

-- Nothing makes an NHL coach hold his breath any longer, 
or chew his gum more furiously, than a review for goaltender 
interference, especially when an unsuccessful coach’s 
challenge results in a penalty. So it was for the Jets’ Paul 
Maurice, who challenged Aho’s goal early in the second 
period that gave the Canes a 2-0 lead. 

Aho was nudged into goalie Connor Hellebuyck before 
scoring his 11th of the season, but was it enough for 
goaltender interference? The ruling: no interference, goal for 
Aho, penalty on Winnipeg. The Jets (12-9-4) got out of that 
jam well enough as Trocheck was called for hooking early in 
the power play and Winnipeg’s Nik Ehlers scored in 
transition during four-on-four play. 

Maurice said after the game he would not second-guess his 
decision, adding, “You know you’re playing in a gray area 
when you call the challenge.” 

-- The Canes took three penalties in the second period and 
likely would argue a couple of the calls. The third, a tripping 
penalty on Cole, was costly. The Jets’ Pierre-Luc Dubois 
scored on the power play for a 2-2 tie. 

But the Canes also struck on the power play before the 
period ended. After Trocheck drew a cross-checking call, the 
Canes got the puck to the net and kept whacking it until they 
had it in the net. Jordan Staal missed, then Nino Niederreiter, 
then rookie Seth Jarvis, who was looking at an open net and 
all but salivating. But Martin Necas didn’t miss with 20 
seconds left in the period. 

“It was huge,” Aho said. “We took the momentum back in the 
game after that goal. Guys were dialed in there. You could 
tell the guys were hungry for that goal.”
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Hurricanes’ special teams lead way in win over Jets 

Carolina's power play scored twice and the penalty kill 
smothered the Jets during a five-minute major to Ian Cole 

By Cory Lavalette 

For the second straight game, the Carolina Hurricanes had 
to kill off a five-minute major penalty. And for the second 
straight game, they came away even on the scoreboard 
despite the prolonged penalty killing. 

The Hurricanes overcame Ian Cole’s third period kneeing 
penalty and misconduct, limiting the Jets to just two shots on 
goal during the major and maintaining their two-goal lead to 
start their five-game road trip with a 4-2 win in Winnipeg. 

“They get one (goal), they get momentum — who knows 
what happens?” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said of 
his team killing off Cole’s major. “But we didn’t give them 
anything.” 

The Hurricanes had again dominated play at even strength, 
outshooting Winnipeg 34-16 and, according to 
NaturalStatTrick.com, holding a 15-1 advantage in high-
danger scoring chances at 5-on-5. 

It was the Hurricanes’ special teams that proved most 
important. 

Before the shorthanded heroics — Cole was penalized after 
he led with his knee on an open-ice hit on Jets center Mark 
Scheifele — Carolina scored twice on the power play to pull 
away from the Jets. 

After Vincent Trocheck drew a cross checking penalty on 
Winnipeg defenseman Josh Morrissey, the Hurricanes’ 
second power play unit converted. Martin Necas got his sixth 
goal of the year on a scrum in front of the Jets crease with 
just 20 seconds left in the second period to put Carolina 
ahead 3-2. 

Then at 3:04 of the third period, Trocheck — who snapped 
an eight-game point drought against Buffalo on Saturday 
with a goal and an assist — also got his sixth of the year 
when he cleaned up a Jaccob Slavin point shot to give the 
Hurricanes a two-goal cushion. 

Trocheck’s goal, however, wasn’t the nail in the coffin it 
seemed after Cole was handed his major at 7:30 of the third. 
It was the second straight game a Hurricanes player had 
received a major penalty — Trocheck was called for one 
against Buffalo — giving the Jets five full minutes to score as 
many times as they could while up a man. 

Carolina’s penalty kill had other thoughts, holding the Jets to 
just two shots to shut the door on any comeback. 

“You step over those boards and you got a job to do,” said 
Slavin, who logged more than 29 minutes of ice time for the 
second time in three games and finished with a goal and an 
assist. “Everyone was up for the test with that five-minute kill. 

“It’s huge, and the game could have completely changed if 
that goes the other way. But no, we did what we wanted to 
do.” 

The Hurricanes got the game started the way they wanted on 
their first shift. 

After Andrei Svechnikov nearly scored, Carolina maintained 
possession in the Jets end. Slavin found a shooting lane and 
got a shot through a Jordan Staal screen and past Connor 
Hellebuyck (30 saves) for his first goal of the season and a 
1-0 Hurricanes lead. 

“We wanted to start this trip off, right, and it’s huge going 
forward,” Slavin said of the early goal. “We just need to start 
games on time. That’s something that we struggle with 
sometimes, and so when we can start a game on time and it 
makes for a huge success later on.” 

The Hurricanes scored again early in the second. 

Defenseman Jalen Chatfield, playing his fourth game with 
the Hurricanes due to both Brett Pesce and Tony DeAngelo 
being the league’s COVID-19 protocol, accepted a Nino 
Niederreiter pass and fired on net. Hurricanes center 
Sebastian Aho got the rebound and snuck the puck around 
Hellebuyck to give Carolina a 2-0 lead just 72 seconds into 
the middle frame. 

The Hurricanes had a chance to put the Jets away early after 
Winnipeg challenged Aho’s goal for goaltender interference 
and lost, putting Carolina on the power play. 

Instead, Trocheck negated the power play after 33 seconds 
on a tripping penalty. The Jets took advantage when Nikolaj 
Ehlers finished off an odd-man rush at 4-on-4 to halve the 
lead. 

The Jets then went to the power play on a tripping penalty on 
Cole, and Pierre-Luc Dubois redirected a shot on the power 
play that got past Frederik Andersen (16 saves) to tie the 
game with under four minutes left in the second. 

That’s when Carolina’s special teams got to work. 

“Special teams are always huge in this game, and we did a 
pretty good job overall,” said Aho, who had a goal and an 
assist. “We let one PK goal, but we killed a ton of penalties. 
So good effort all around, and nice to see the power get two 
goals too.” 
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Notes: Cole was called for two minor penalties before 
receiving 15 minutes for his kneeing major, giving him 19 
PIMs on the night. The last Hurricanes player to have more 
was Eric Staal, who had 26 minutes on Oct. 23, 2009, after 
he received two misconducts and two minors with 40 
seconds left in the game. Cole has had more than 19 PIMs 

twice in his career, both with Colorado in 2018-19. He had 20 
PIMs on Nov. 1, 2018, at Calgary, and he had 22 on Feb. 7, 
2019, at Washington. … Aho finished with seven shots on 
goal, the third time in three weeks he has had that many. … 
Niederreiter had two assists in a game for the first time since 
Dec. 17 2019.

 

 

 

Recap: Canes Start Canadian Swing With Win In Winnipeg 

Carolina bounces back after having their initial two-goal lead 
wiped away 

By Walt Ruff 

WINNIPEG, MB. - The Carolina Hurricanes began their five-
game swing away from PNC Arena on a successful note, 
doubling up the Winnipeg Jets 4-2 on Tuesday.  

In hockey there's a common emphasis placed on wanting to 
begin any road trip with a good start, setting the tone for how 
the rest of the venture will transpire. The Canes couldn't 
have executed it much better, as all it took was 30 seconds 
for them to get on the scoreboard inside Canadian Life 
Centre. 

A silky smooth individual effort from Jaccob Slavin at the 
point allowed him to evade Kristian Vesalainen, get to a 
shooting line and place one through a Jordan Staal screen to 
give Carolina an early lead. 

Slavin's first of the year set the tone for what would be a very 
successful first period, filled with sustained pressure and 
plentiful looks. While they wouldn't strike again in the 
opening frame, they instead repeated their early-period 
success in the second, extending their lead to 2-0. 

Once again a shot from a Canes blueliner played an 
important part, this time a Jalen Chatfield effort led to a 
second chance that Sebastian Aho was able to put home. 

In the driver's seat, Carolina then faced some adversity, as 
three power plays in just under 14 minutes allowed the home 
side to cut their lead and then eventually tie the game. 

Just as it appeared as if the two sides would head into the 
third deadlocked at 2-2, a late power play afforded the Canes 
a chance to retake their lead. 

They did just that as a whack-a-mole effort concluded with 
Martin Necas putting a rebound past Connor Hellebuyck. 

When the third period began, another early penalty to the 
Jets allowed the Canes to go three-for-three in terms of early 
period strikes. This time around it was Vincent Trocheck, 
making his contribution on a second effort. 

Up by a pair the team's final challenge of the night came 
during the middle portion of the period, when Ian Cole was 

tagged with a five-minute major for kneeing, affording the 
home side a real threat at cutting the lead or even tying the 
game. 

Instead the Canes penalty killers limited Winnipeg to just two 
shots on goal, holding their 4-2 advantage through the final 
horn. 

They Said It: 

Head Coach Rod Brind'Amour on getting a goal just 30 
seconds into tonight's contest: 

"It's always good to score on the first shift. I thought it was a 
great first shift, we hit the post, we did pretty much 
everything we were supposed to do to start the game, so it's 
nice to get ahead. We set the tone. It's always easier to play 
from in front." 

Jaccob Slavin on his early tally: 

"It's huge. We haven't had the best stretch over the last 
couple of weeks, so we wanted to start this trip off right. It's 
huge going forward. We just need to start games on time, 
that's something with we struggle with sometimes and when 
we start games on times it leads to a huge success later on. 

What's Next?: 

The team now flies to Calgary for their Thursday meeting 
against the Flames. 

Bonus Notes: 

 In addition to his opening marker, Jaccob Slavin 
played a total of 29:51 tonight, a new career-high 
for a regulation game. (h/t @corylav) 

 With a goal and an assist in tonight's game, 
Sebastian Aho has now had three consecutive 
multi-point performances for a total of seven points 
in his last three contests. That gives him 27 points 
in 24 games this year. 

 Setting up two Carolina tallies this evening, Nino 
Niederreiter has seven points in his last six games. 

 Frederik Andersen earned the win in net, advancing 
to 12-5-0 on the season. 
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 Per NaturalStatTrick, the Canes allowed just one 
high danger chance at five-on-five all night. 

 The Canes are now 17-6-1.

 

 

 

Aho, Slavin each has goal, assist in Hurricanes victory against Jets 

Andersen makes 16 saves for Carolina, which had lost three 
of four 

By Darrin Bauming 

WINNIPEG -- Jaccob Slavin and Sebastian Aho each had a 
goal and an assist for the Carolina Hurricanes in a 4-2 win 
against the Winnipeg Jets at Canada Life Centre on 
Tuesday. 

"It is always nice to start the road trip with the win," Aho said. 
"It really doesn't matter if you are up two goals, a tie game, 
or down two, we kind of grind the same way. We just trust 
that when we have a chance we are skilled enough to put the 
puck in the net. Nothing really changed when they tied the 
game." 

Martin Necas and Vincent Trocheck scored, and Frederik 
Andersen made 16 saves for the Hurricanes (17-6-1), who 
had lost three of four. 

"We haven't had the best stretch over the last couple weeks 
so we wanted to start the [five-game] trip off right," Slavin 
said. "It's huge going forward. We just need to start games 
on time. That's something that we struggle with sometimes. If 
we can start a game on time, it makes for a huge success 
later on." 

Pierre-Luc Dubois and Nikolaj Ehlers scored, and Connor 
Hellebuyck made 30 saves for the Jets (12-9-4), who had 
won three of four. 

"Ebbs and flows -- a roller coaster," Hellebuyck said of the 
Jets' 2-2-0 homestand. "We played some good hockey. We 
can't let this beat us up. It's still a long season ahead of us. 
We have to keep growing and building our game and 
building our details." 

Necas put Carolina in front 3-2 with a power-play goal at 
19:40 of the second period. 

Trocheck scored on the power play at 3:04 of the third period 
for the 4-2 final. 

Carolina went 2-for-3 on the power play after going 1-for-21 
(4.8 percent) in the past nine games. 

"It was a solid game right from start to finish," Hurricanes 
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We had a couple hiccups 
there in the second and that's pretty much it for the whole 
game. It was a solid game. I think we've played like this for 

the last couple weeks. We weren't able to score in a couple 
of those other games, but I thought the penalty kill was great 
tonight, obviously. That was a huge part of the game." 

The Hurricanes killed a five-minute power play beginning at 
7:39 of the third period after defenseman Ian Cole was 
penalized for kneeing Jets forward Mark Scheifele. Cole was 
also given a game misconduct. 

"That could have been real crucial," Brind'Amour said. "If 
they get one they get momentum, who know what happens. 
We didn't give them anything. Like I said, that was one of the 
big keys of the game, for sure." 

Slavin scored 30 seconds into the first period to give the 
Hurricanes a 1-0 lead. It was his first goal since Feb. 19 (34 
games). 

Aho made it 2-0 at 1:12 of the second period. Jets coach 
Paul Maurice challenged for goaltender interference, but the 
goal was upheld on video review and the Jets were 
penalized two minutes for delay of game. 

"I make that call, not based on whether I think there was 
goalie interference, it's do I think there is enough goalie 
interference there to get it overturned, and I think it is," 
Maurice said. "I make that same call, regardless of what the 
reason [from] the referees would be. To me, there's enough 
goaltending interference on that play to make that call and 
make it every single time it comes like that again." 

Ehlers scored a 4-on-4 goal to cut it to 2-1 at 2:18. 

Dubois tied it 2-2 with a deflection between his legs on the 
power play at 16:06. 

"We did score a power-play goal today, but obviously when 
you're behind 4-2 and you get a five-minute power play, you 
want to at least get some momentum going," Ehlers said. 
"And we weren't able to do that. We'll be better next game." 

NOTES: Aho has scored seven points (one goal, six assists) 
in a three-game point streak. … Trochek has scored four 
points (two goals, two assists) in his past two games. … 
Hurricanes forward Nino Niederreiter has scored four points 
(one goal, three assists) in his past two games. … Jets 
defenseman Neal Pionk served the first of a two-game 
suspension for kneeing Toronto Maple Leafs defenseman 
Rasmus Sandin on Sunday. … Jets forward Blake Wheeler 
had an assist to give him six in his past three games. … 
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Ehlers has scored four goals in a three-game goal streak. … 
Scheifele had an assist and has scored seven points (four 
goals, three assists) in a three-game point streak. … Dubois 

has scored five points (two goals, three assists) in a three-
game point streak.

 

 

 

Necas, Trocheck score PP goals, Carolina beats Winnipeg 4-2 

WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) — Martin Necas and Vincent 
Trocheck scored power-play goals, leading the Carolina 
Hurricanes to a 4-2 victory over the Winnipeg Jets on 
Tuesday night. 

Jaccob Slavin and Sebastian Aho each had a goal and an 
assist for the Hurricanes. Nino Niederreiter had two assists. 
Frederik Andersen made 16 saves for Carolina, in the 
opener of a five-game road trip. 

The Jets had a five-minute power play in the third period and 
managed only two shots on goal. 

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour was impressed with his team’s 
penalty kill. 

“That could have been real crucial,” Brind’Amour said. “If (the 
Jets) get one, they get momentum, who knows what 
happens? 

“We didn’t give them anything. Like I said, that was one of 
the big keys of the game, for sure.” 

Carolina defenseman Ian Cole was assessed a five-minute 
major for kneeing and a game misconduct at 7:39 of the third 
after a knee-on-knee hit on Jets center Mark Scheifele, who 
continued playing. 

Nikolaj Ehlers and Pierre-Luc Dubois scored for the Jets. 
Connor Hellebuyck stopped 30 shots as Winnipeg wrapped 
up a four-game homestand (2-2-0). 

“I think maybe a little bit more support to the guy that has the 
puck is something that we should have changed a little,” 
Ehlers said. 

“We did score a power-play goal today, but obviously when 
you’re behind 4-2 and you get a five-minute power play, you 
want to at least get some momentum going. And we weren’t 
able to do that. We’ll be better next game.” 

The Hurricanes led 1-0 after the first period and 3-2 after the 
second. 

“We just weren’t prepared to play. That’s my job,” Jets head 
coach Paul Maurice said. “For the style of game that was 
going to be played today, we didn’t skate nearly well enough 
to expect to win.” 

Slavin started the scoring early, registering his first goal of 
the season 30 seconds into the game with a point shot 
through traffic that went under Hellebuyck. 

Carolina almost ended the period with another goal, but 
Hellebuyck stopped a blast from Ethan Bear with under a 
minute left. 

The Hurricanes outshot the Jets 15-5. 

Carolina also scored early in the second period when Aho 
kept banging at the puck in front the net until he notched his 
11th goal of the season at 1:12. A Winnipeg coach’s 
challenge for goaltender interference was unsuccessful. 

The Jets were assessed a delay of game penalty for the 
challenge, but Trocheck was called for hooking 33 seconds 
later and the play went to four-on-four. Ehlers then scored 
his 10th of the season with a high shot on Anderson’s stick 
side at 2:18. 

Winnipeg had two power plays in the second period, both 
called on Cole for delay of game and tripping, and the Jets 
made good on the second opportunity. 

Blake Wheeler sent a pass to Dubois parked at the side of 
the goal and he redirected the puck into the net with his stick 
between his legs at 16:06 to tie the game at 2-all. 

The Hurricanes ended the period with a power-play goal by 
Necas, who scored during a scramble in front of the net with 
20 seconds remaining in the period. 

Carolina had a 30-13 edge in shots after the middle frame. 

Winnipeg finished 1 for 5 on the power play. Carolina was 2 
for 3. 

“Penalty kill is something that we take pride in as a group ..., 
” Slavin said. “You step over those boards and you’ve got a 
job to do and everyone was up for the task tonight. That five-
minute kill, it’s huge.” 

NOTES: Jets top defenseman Neal Pionk didn’t play. He was 
serving the first game of a two-game suspension for a knee-
on-knee hit to Toronto’s Rasmus Sandin in Sunday’s 6-3 
victory over the Toronto Maple Leafs. 

Pionk was also placed in concussion protocol. He was kneed 
in the head by Leafs forward Jason Spezza in the third 
period of Sunday’s game. The NHL handed Spezza a six-
game suspension for the hit on Tuesday. 

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: At Calgary Flames on Thursday in the second 
game of a five-game trip. 
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Jets: At Seattle Kraken on Thursday in the opener of a back-
to-back. At Vancouver on Friday.

 

 

 

NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, plus the biggest surprise of 2021-22 for every team 

By Kristen Shilton 

With another week of the 2021-22 NHL season in the 
background, the Toronto Maple Leafs and New York 
Rangers are among the teams who have made a jump in the 
rankings this week. 

And while every team has had its fair share of surprises 
during the campaign, we set out to identify the biggest of 
them for all 32 here. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, 
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one 
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and 
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to 
produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to last week's 
edition, published on Dec. 1. Points percentages are through 
Tuesday's games. 

1. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: 0.760 
Upcoming schedule: @ ARI (Dec. 10), @ COL (Dec. 12), vs. 
OTT (Dec. 14) 

Florida has handled adversity surprisingly well so far. Head 
coach Joel Quenneville resigns? Enter Andrew Brunette. 
Aleksander Barkov, Gustav Forsling or Sergei Bobrovsky 
(who's surprising many with a bounce-back season) get 
hurt? It's next man up. The Panthers keep proving they can 
weather a storm, without losing more than two consecutive 
games in regulation all season. 

2. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: 0.704 
Upcoming schedule: vs. TB (Dec. 9), vs. CHI (Dec. 11), @ 
EDM (Dec. 14) 

Jack Campbell has been shockingly good in net for Toronto. 
Even his breakout campaign last season hasn't lessened the 
surprise of his current surge, which has him sitting atop the 
NHL goalie field through 20 games at 13-4-2 with a .942 
save percentage and 1.78 goals-against average. 

3. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: 0.673 
Upcoming schedule: vs. CAR (Dec. 9), vs. BOS (Dec. 11), @ 
CHI (Dec. 13), @ NSH (Dec. 14) 

Calgary is the most surprising team of the season. Period. 
And Andrew Mangiapane must be the NHL's most 
unexpected star. Darryl Sutter's squad has used great 
defense, excellent goaltending and red-hot offensive 
performances to go from "bubble playoff contender" to "could 
they go all the way?" Through it all, Mangiapane has kept 
producing, with 17 goals in 25 games. 

4. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: 0.731 
Upcoming schedule: vs. PIT (Dec. 10), @ BUF (Dec. 11) 

Nicklas Backstrom is one of the NHL's best centers and 
hasn't played a minute for the Capitals this season due to 
injury. But, surprise! Washington isn't missing a beat. 
Between Alex Ovechkin scoring at will and Evgeny 
Kuznetsov having a surprising resurgence of his own, the 
Capitals are humming right along. 

5. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: 0.729 
Upcoming schedule: @ CGY (Dec. 9), @ EDM (Dec. 11), @ 
VAN (Dec. 12), @ MIN (Dec. 14) 

The Hurricanes had a shockingly good start. Like, they'd only 
lost two games all season before falling in overtime to San 
Jose late last month; that kind of good. To see the spiral that 
followed -- a 1-4-1 record with losses to Seattle and Ottawa 
(at home!) -- was the most surprising blip out of Carolina this 
season. 

6. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: 0.771 
Upcoming schedule: vs. COL (Dec. 8), @ BUF (Dec. 10), vs. 
NSH (Dec. 12), @ COL (Dec. 14) 

There's an element of surprise in how the Rangers' young 
offensive stars have struggled to score this season (the "Kid 
Line" of Alexis Lafreniere, Filip Chytil and Julien Gauthier 
has eight goals between them, for example). But the real 
shock is Igor Shesterkin. Whatever the expectations were for 
him as Henrik Lundqvist's successor, Shesterkin has blown 
them away as New York's best player. 

7. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: 0.740 
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Upcoming schedule: @ SJ (Dec. 9), @ LA (Dec. 11), @ VGK 
(Dec. 12), vs. CAR (Dec. 14) 

The Wild are, somewhat surprisingly, top five in NHL scoring. 
What's more eye-popping is the balanced attack that's gotten 
them there. Through 24 games, Minnesota had just two 
players (Ryan Hartman and Marcus Foligno) with more than 
10 goals, while 14 players had contributed at least three 
markers, and 12 were in double-digit point totals. 

8. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: 0.720 
Upcoming schedule: @ TOR (Dec. 9), @ OTT (Dec. 11), vs. 
LA (Dec. 14) 

It's shocking how Tampa refuses to be rattled. Nikita 
Kucherov has been sidelined since Game 3. Victor Hedman 
has only recently begun rebounding from a bad start. 
Brayden Point's out. Mathieu Joseph missed time. But 21-
year-old rookie Gabriel Fortier has come in as a 
reinforcement, Anthony Cirelli is embracing opportunity and 
Andrei Vasilevskiy is, well, Andrei Vasilveskiy. On they go. 

9. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: 0.667 
Upcoming schedule: vs. BOS (Dec. 9), vs. CAR (Dec. 11), 
vs. TOR (Dec. 14) 

It's surprising to see talent-laden Edmonton still struggle with 
a pattern of inconsistency -- start slow, scramble into the 
second and attempt a whirlwind third-period comeback. It 
didn't work in the playoffs last spring and it's not doing them 
much good this season, either. Edmonton is 0-6-0 this 
season when trailing after the first period and 7-7-0 when 
giving up the first goal. 

10. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: 0.636 
Upcoming schedule: @ NYR (Dec. 8), vs. DET (Dec. 10), vs. 
FLA (Dec. 12), vs. NYR (Dec. 14) 

Nazem Kadri sitting in the top five in scoring through the 
quarter mark? Didn't see that coming. And the Avalanche 
going 7-1-0 while Nathan MacKinnon was out with an injury? 
Another shocker. The Avs' depth has blossomed more than 
expected this season, and they look formidable because of it. 

11. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: 0.611 
Upcoming schedule: @ CBJ (Dec. 9), @ PIT (Dec. 11), @ 
STL (Dec. 12) 

Anaheim is rebuilding -- and it's been shockingly good in the 
process. Troy Terry is a surprising point-per-game player. 
Trevor Zegras is making a case for Calder Trophy 
consideration. And Ryan Getzlaf was, prior to suffering an 
injury last week, turning back the clock with his best season 
in years. Oh, and John Gibson has been every bit the elite 
netminder. A rebuild is rarely looked so good! 

12. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: 0.636 
Upcoming schedule: @ VGK (Dec. 8), @ LA (Dec. 9), @ SJ 
(Dec. 11), vs. STL (Dec. 14) 

The Stars' biggest surprise of the season? Jake Oettinger. 
Dallas needed a complement in net for veteran Braden 
Holtby and it has found it, perhaps unexpectedly, in 
Oettinger. The 22-year-old went 5-0-0 after being recalled, 
with a 1.41 goals-against average and .951 save percentage. 
And wouldn't you know, suddenly Dallas is rocketing up the 
standings. 

13. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: 0.580 
Upcoming schedule: @ WSH (Dec. 10), vs. ANA (Dec. 11), 
vs. MTL (Dec. 14) 

Let's talk about the surprising run of Jake Guentzel (because 
really, we should be). Amid all the COVID drama in 
Pittsburgh, Guentzel been picking up the slack of a Penguins 
team that's averaging fewer than three goals per game; the 
winger had points in 20 of his first 24 games, scored a hat 
trick in one period against Vancouver last week and is on a 
12-game point streak. 

14. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: 0.595 
Upcoming schedule: @ VAN (Dec. 8), @ EDM (Dec. 9), @ 
CGY (Dec. 11), vs. VGK (Dec. 14) 

The Bruins not being in a playoff spot through 21 games? A 
little surprising. More shocking? That anyone is surprised by 
33-year-old Brad Marchand still being both the Bruins' top 
scorer and as provocative as ever. 

15. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 13 
Points percentage: 0.583 
Upcoming schedule: vs. DAL (Dec. 8), vs. PHI (Dec. 10), vs. 
MIN (Dec. 12), @ BOS (Dec. 14) 

The idea was for Vegas to be a strong Western Conference 
contender, so the team's bad start (due in part to injuries and 
illnesses) was a shock to the standings. The Golden Knights 
are on the rise in part because of a more pleasant surprise: 
Chandler Stephenson. The forward led Vegas with nine 
goals and 22 points in 24 games, bringing consistency when 
the Golden Knights were lacking for it. 

16. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: 0.560 
Upcoming schedule: @ SEA (Dec. 9), @ VAN (Dec. 10), vs. 
BUF (Dec. 14) 

The Jets have had a surprisingly difficult time scoring goals. 
Before last weekend's wins over New Jersey and Toronto by 
a combined 14-7, Winnipeg was 30th overall in goals (1.92 
per game) since Nov. 6, and it was shut out three times in 
that stretch. The tide seemingly has begun to turn though, 
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and that's hardly a shock given what Mark Scheifele, Nikolaj 
Ehlers & Co. are capable of doing. 

17. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: 0.600 
Upcoming schedule: vs. DET (Dec. 9), vs. MTL (Dec. 11), vs. 
ANA (Dec. 12), @ DAL (Dec. 14) 

It's surprising that St. Louis is still a contender in the Central 
Division, given the up-and-down season it has had. Five 
straight wins to start, then a stretch of seven losses in 10 
games (including to Arizona -- on home ice!), players going 
in and out of COVID protocols ... it's a lot. And shockingly, 
the Blues were very much in the playoff mix through 24 
games, at 12-8-4. That's something. 

18. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: 0.580 
Upcoming schedule: @ NYI (Dec. 9), @ NJ (Dec. 10), @ 
NYR (Dec. 12), vs. CGY (Dec. 14) 

Has there been a more pleasant surprise for Nashville than 
the return of Matt Duchene? Probably not. The Predators 
have been waiting for Duchene to break out the way he has, 
with 13 goals and 24 points in his first 24 games. That's 
helped Nashville get off to a stronger start than expected, in 
a tight Central Division race. 

19. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: 0.558 
Upcoming schedule: @ STL (Dec. 9), @ COL (Dec. 10), vs. 
NYI (Dec. 14) 

Detroit certainly wasn't expected to be a playoff contender. 
But the surprising play of rookies Lucas Raymond, Moritz 
Seider and Alex Nedeljkovic helped propel Detroit into a wild-
card spot through 25 games. That's shocking. 

20. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: 0.500 
Upcoming schedule: vs. DAL (Dec. 9), vs. MIN (Dec. 11), @ 
TB (Dec. 14) 

The most shocking thing out of the Kings' camp must be 
prospect Brandt Clarke being left off Canada's World Junior 
Championship roster. He's a projected future star. Another 
shocker? Drew Doughty returning from injury about a month 
ahead of schedule. That's impressive no matter who you are. 

21. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: 0.542 
Upcoming schedule: vs. ANA (Dec. 9), @ SEA (Dec. 11), @ 
VAN (Dec. 14) 

The Blue Jackets have gotten surprisingly good goaltending. 
Elvis Merzlikins was 10-4-0 to start and top 12 among NHL 
starters with a .920 save percentage. Daniil Tarasov has 
come in for the injured Joonas Korpisalo and put up a .926 
save percentage (but still needs his first win). Overall, it's 

some solid netminding for a Columbus team that's been top 
five in shots against this season. 

22. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: 0.500 
Upcoming schedule: vs. PHI (Dec. 8), vs. NSH (Dec. 10), @ 
NYI (Dec. 11), @ PHI (Dec. 14) 

The Devils have a surprisingly ineffective power play when 
you consider who's available to play on it. Yes, Jack Hughes 
was missing for weeks, but Dougie Hamilton, Dawson 
Mercer, Andreas Johnsson, Jesper Bratt and Nico Hischier 
weren't. Yet New Jersey was 31st overall (13.1%) on the 
power play through 23 games, while allowing three short-
handed goals. Ouch. 

23. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 20 
Points percentage: 0.558 
Upcoming schedule: vs. MIN (Dec. 9), vs. DAL (Dec. 11), vs. 
SEA (Dec. 14) 

San Jose surprised with a hot start in the Pacific, and they 
remain in playoff position as of this week. That's despite not 
having their leading scorer from last season (Evander Kane) 
and and dealing with a COVID-19 outbreak early on. It's a 
credit, in part, to another surprising development: James 
Reimer's resurgence. Through his first 14 appearances, 
Reimer was 8-4-1 with .934 save percentage and 2.11 goals-
against average. 

24. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: 0.400 
Upcoming schedule: @ MTL (Dec. 9), @ TOR (Dec. 11), vs. 
CGY (Dec. 13) 

Chicago's biggest surprise is Derek King getting the team 
back on the rails after a disastrous 1-10-2 start. The 
Blackhawks went 8-4-0 in King's first 13 games, and could 
still salvage something positive out of this season. But it's 
also worth noting the shock of seeing Jonathan Toews 
without a goal through his first 24 games. 

25. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: 0.435 
Upcoming schedule: @ NJ (Dec. 8), @ VGK (Dec. 10), @ 
ARI (Dec. 11), vs. NJ (Dec. 14) 

The Flyers have been surprisingly average in the face of so 
much potential. After 23 games, Philadelphia didn't have one 
player with more than 10 goals, and it's one of the NHL's 
lowest-scoring clubs despite names like Claude Giroux, Cam 
Atkinson and Travis Konecny getting plenty of ice time. 
Having one of the least successful power plays in the league 
(14.3%) is shocking, too. 

26. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: 0.405 
Upcoming schedule: vs. NSH (Dec. 9), vs. NJ (Dec. 11), @ 
DET (Dec. 14) 
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What isn't surprising about the Islanders' slide this season? 
That 13-game road trip to open the campaign took its toll, as 
did a COVID-19 outbreak and postponement. But New York 
is inexplicably one of the NHL's lowest-scoring teams, its 
power play has been hovering around the bottom five and 
the overall defensive game has been inconsistent. Not what 
you'd expect from a team that nearly made the last two Cup 
Finals. 

27. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: 0.385 
Upcoming schedule: vs. BOS (Dec. 8), vs. WPG (Dec. 10), 
vs. CAR (Dec. 12), vs. CBJ (Dec. 14) 

The biggest shocker? The lack of production from Canucks' 
stars Elias Pettersson and Brock Boeser, which has clearly 
contributed to the team's bafflingly poor start. The second 
biggest shocker? That it took until this week for Vancouver to 
finally make changes, in replacing Travis Green with Bruce 
Boudreau and firing GM Jim Benning. 

28. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 28 
Points percentage: 0.400 
Upcoming schedule: vs. WPG (Dec. 9), vs. CBJ (Dec. 11), 
@ SJ (Dec. 14) 

It's hard to be surprised by anything from a team that didn't 
exist until this season. But Philipp Grubauer going from 
Vezina Trophy finalist to struggling starter (7-10-2, .886 save 
percentage) is a scenario not many would have predicted. 
Even on an expansion club roster. 

29. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: 0.313 
Upcoming schedule: vs. TB (Dec. 11), @ FLA (Dec. 14) 

How surprising is it that Senators general manager Pierre 
Dorion actually said before the season started that "the 
rebuild is done" in Ottawa? Very. After 23 games, the 
Senators were 32nd in goals against and 31st in shots 
against, Matt Murray has been sent to the minors and there 
aren't enough players stepping up fast enough to stop the 
bleeding. 

30. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: 0.278 
Upcoming schedule: vs. CHI (Dec. 9), @ STL (Dec. 11), @ 
PIT (Dec. 14) 

The Canadiens are the worse surprise of the season. From a 
Stanley Cup finalist to the dismantling of their front office in 
less than six months. A shocking turn of events. 

31. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: 0.380 
Upcoming schedule: vs. NYR (Dec. 10), vs. WSH (Dec. 11), 
@ WPG (Dec. 14) 

The most surprising thing Buffalo's done was come out with 
a terrific 5-2-0 start. And if Craig Anderson hadn't gotten hurt, 
maybe the subsequent free fall wouldn't have been so 
dramatic. But the Sabres' goaltending has been shockingly 
bad without Anderson, especially from Aaron Dell's first 
seven appearances (4.52 goals-against average, .872 save 
percentage) and Malcolm Subban's first start (.760 save 
percentage). 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 32 
Points percentage: 0.240 
Upcoming schedule: vs. FLA (Dec. 10), vs. PHI (Dec. 11) 

Arizona has five wins on the season, and three of them came 
against teams in playoff contention. That's a surprise.
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NHL Power Rankings: Rangers, Wild climbing toward top 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings we see 
some big climbs from the Rangers and Wild, two of the 
hottest teams in the league. 

Both teams are riding winning streaks of at least five games 
or more and keep finding ways to win. 

For Minnesota, it is the kind of offense that we have never 
really seen from the Wild. 

For the Rangers, it is all about the goaltending of Igor 
Shesterkin and their superstars at the top of the lineup. They 
check in with second and third place rankings this week, 
making big climbs up to the top-10. 

Where does your team sit? 

1. Florida Panthers (LW: 5). A three-game winning streak, 
including wins against Washington and St. Louis, helps the 
Panthers regain the top spot. They have the league’s best 
record (by points percentage) and have built a heck of a 
team. 

2. New York Rangers (LW: 9). Are they best team in hockey? 
Not sure of that. But they have superstars in the right places 
to carry them pretty far. Their only loss over the past month 
was a 2-1 loss to Toronto, another of the league’s hottest 
teams at the moment. 

3. Minnesota Wild (LW: 10). He is not the only one 
responsible for it, but it is amazing how much the arrival of 
Kirill Kaprizov a year ago completely changed the identity 
and playing style of this team. 

4. Toronto Maple Leafs (LW: 1). Little bit of a slip-up the past 
two games but they are still playing great hockey this 
season. The past will haunt them until they do something 
different, but try to enjoy the moment if you are a Maple 
Leafs fan. 

5. Washington Capitals (LW: 2). The way they have 
continued to score goals and win with so many key players 
sidelined has been impressive, and overshadowed a nice 
bounce back season so far for Ilya Samsonov in net. Also, 
Alex Ovechkin keeps chasing Wayne Gretzky. 

6. Tampa Bay Lightning (LW: 7). The way this team is still 
playing without Nikita Kucherov and Brayden Point at the 
moment is absurd. An insanely deep team and organization. 
You do not win back-to-back Stanley Cups by accident. 

7. Colorado Avalanche (LW: 6). Cale Makar is going to be 
one of those guys that is head and shoulders above 
everybody else at his position. 

8. Calgary Flames (LW: 9). The defense and goaltending has 
been great, but they are still scoring goals, too. Johnny 
Gaudreau specifically is having a huge year. Good news for 
him in a contract year. 

9. Edmonton Oilers (LW: 3). The true barometer for this team 
will be what they look like when their power play and penalty 
kill numbers come back to earth a little bit. 

10. Carolina Hurricanes (LW: 4). Their only wins over the 
past seven games have come against Philadelphia and 
Buffalo. They have hit their first slump of the season. Not 
going to worry too much yet. 

11. Dallas Stars (LW: 15). Things are starting to come 
together here for the Stars as they are looking like the team 
they were supposed to be. They have won nine of their past 
10 games, allowing more than two goals in just one of those 
games. As of Tuesday they have a six-game winning streak. 

12. Vegas Golden Knights (LW: 11). Still trying to find some 
consistency, but given the injury situation they have done 
their job to stay in it until everybody can get back in the 
lineup (and that is starting to happen). 

13. Boston Bruins (LW: 12). They are keeping the seat warm 
for Tuukka Rask. The question, though, is can they find 
somebody to play center? 

14. Pittsburgh Penguins (LW: 14). Jake Guentzel is one of 
the best wingers in hockey and he is playing some of the 
best hockey of his career right now. 

15. Winnipeg Jets (LW: 17). They are starting to play their 
way out of the slump that took over most of November. Still 
feels like Connor Hellebuyck has another level he can get to 
this season. 

16. Detroit Red Wings (LW: 22). The two players they need 
to be great (Lucas Raymond and Moritz Seider) look great, 
and they are still in playoff contention approaching the new 
calendar year. Not only are better days ahead, they are 
close. 

17. St. Louis Blues (LW: 13). They started the year 7-1-1 but 
are just 5-7-3 in the 15 games since then. Trending in the 
wrong direction. 

18. Anaheim Ducks (LW: 19). Will they make the playoffs? 
Not sure, but they are absolutely exceeding expectations and 
have some real promise ahead. 
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19. Columbus Blue Jackets (LW: 16). Columbus is better 
than expected right now, but is that going to be enough to 
sneak in the playoffs? 

20. Nashville Predators (LW: 18). This might be the best 
Nashville can hope for right now with this group: Fringe 
playoff contention. 

21. San Jose Sharks (LW: 23). The biggest shocker of the 
season might be the play of James Reimer in goal. They 
might have had another Stanley Cup Final appearance over 
the past six years with goaltending like he is giving them. 

22. Seattle Kraken (LW: 24). Big step backward against 
Pittsburgh on Monday night but they are still 5-2-1 over the 
past eight games so they are definitely going in the right 
direction. 

23. New Jersey Devils (LW: 20). Such a promising start that 
is getting erased. 

24. Chicago Blackhawks (LW: 25). They have been a lot 
better since the coaching change but they buried themselves 
with such a terrible start. 

25. Philadelphia Flyers (LW: 20). The thought here was that 
if Carter Hart was good, the Flyers would be good. He has 
been good, and the Flyers have still been lousy. Not exactly 
a good sign for the rest of the team. 

26. Los Angeles Kings (LW: 26). They are either winning a 
lot of games in a row or losing a lot of games in a row. Right 
now it is more of the latter. 

27. Buffalo Sabres (LW: 27). Tough to see how things get 
better anytime soon here with this roster. It is a long road 
back to the playoffs. 

28. New York Islanders (LW: 28). The losing streak is now at 
11 games. Some of it is out of their control with their COVID 
issues and mounting injuries, but nothing is going well here 
even outside of that. 

29. Ottawa Senators (LW: 32). They strung together a couple 
of wins this week but this is still a bleak situation with little 
progress. 

30. Vancouver Canucks (LW: 31). The significant 
organizational changes were long overdue. 

31. Montreal Canadiens (LW: 30). They did not need injuries 
to Josh Anderson and Tyler Toffoli. That makes an already 
thin lineup even thinner. 

32. Arizona Coyotes (LW: 32). You have to look for positives 
here. Shayne Gostisbehere has been a positive, if only to be 
used as another trade chip.
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NHL Power Rankings: Lightning storm to No. 1 spot; Red-hot Rangers rise to No. 3  

The Lightning have shaken off injuries to lead notable 
changes at the top of the rankings 

By Austin Nivison  

After a couple weeks without much change at the top of the 
power rankings, we finally have some real movement. A few 
different teams have gotten hot and deserve more 
recognition. 

For starters, the Tampa Bay Lightning have overcome 
injuries and still look like they could realistically three-peat as 
Stanley Cup champions. Being without Brayden Point and 
Nikita Kucherov hasn't been much of a problem for the Bolts. 

Behind them, the Wild are a complete team and they have a 
sizable lead in the Central Division because of it. Finally, I 
was skeptical of the New York Rangers' start to the season 
because the formula seemed to be hoping Igor Shesterkin 
stands on his head while Chris Kreider scores on every other 
shot, but I'm happy to report that the process very much 
matches the results these days. 

Let's dive into all the changes in this week's updated NHL 
Power Rankings:  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Lightning  

To be honest, I've been waiting 
on the Lightning to tail off after 
the Brayden Point injury. I 
should know better than to doubt 
this Tampa Bay team. Steven 
Stamkos has picked up much of 
Point's slack and currently has a 
seven-game point streak going. 
In that stretch, he has three 
goals and six assists.  

3  
16-
5-4  

2  Wild  

Minnesota has now won six 
straight games, and it has a 
strong grip on first place in the 
Central Division. Now just 
imagine what the Wild would 
look like if their power play didn't 
rank 28th in the NHL. If they can 
fix that, this will be an even 
scarier team.  

4  
18-
6-1  

3  Rangers  

The Rangers are red hot right 
now, but they got a major scare 
this past week. Goaltender Igor 
Shesterkin left New York's game 
against the Sharks with a lower-
body injury. Shesterkin was 
placed on IR, but the team 

4  
17-
4-3  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

doesn't think it's anything 
serious. That's good news 
because he is the leading 
candidate for the Vezina Trophy 
right now.  

4  
Maple 
Leafs  

The Maple Leafs' winning streak 
was snapped over the weekend, 
but the last win was an 
impressive one. Toronto shelled 
the Avalanche in an 8-3 win, and 
Auston Matthews netted a hat 
trick. He's now sitting on 15 
goals for the season and his 
7.48 expected goals at five-on-
five lead the NHL.  

3  
18-
7-2  

5  Hurricanes  

It would be nearly impossible to 
find a more unlucky team in the 
NHL last week. In a 4-1 loss to 
the Stars, the Hurricanes only 
surrendered 17 shots on goal 
and owned 77.9% of the 
expected goals at five-on-five. In 
its loss to the Senators, Ottawa 
only gave up 20 shots on goal 
and controlled 54.6% of the 
expected goals at even strength. 

3  
17-
6-1  

6  Panthers  

Are you not entertained?! The 
Panthers had to come from 
behind in all three of their wins 
last week. They also had to 
overcome three-goal deficits in 
wins over the Capitals and the 
Sabres. The best way to climb in 
these rankings is to be good or 
entertaining. Florida is both right 
now.  

4  
17-
4-4  

7  Flames  

It doesn't matter who starts 
between the pipes for the 
Flames right now because they 
are getting solid goaltending 
either way. Jacob Markstrom 
has been impressive, but Dan 
Vladar has been brilliant, too. In 
his six games played for 
Calgary, Vladar is 5-0-1 with a 
pair of shutouts and 3.68 goals 
saved above average.  

2  
15-
6-5  
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

8  Oilers  

Between injuries on the blue line 
and some underwhelming play 
from Mikko Koskinen and Stuart 
Skinner, the Oilers struggled to 
keep the puck out of the net last 
week. It was only a couple of 
games, but it's something to 
monitor since defense and 
goaltending were big concerns 
coming into the season.  

5  
16-
8-0  

9  Capitals  

Without Nicklas Backstrom to 
this point in the season, Evgeny 
Kuznetsov has stepped up into 
the role of the Capitals' primary 
distributor. He is already up to 
20 assists on the year, which 
matches his total from last 
season. Also, Alex Ovechkin 
now has 20 goals this year and 
750 in his career.  

4  
16-
4-6  

10 Avalanche  

With Darcy Kuemper battling 
injury, Jonas Johansson has 
been getting the reps in net for 
the Avs, and the results haven't 
been great. Last week, 
Johansson surrendered eight 
goals to the Maple Leafs and 
allowed three goals on 15 shots 
before getting pulled in an 
overtime loss to the Senators. In 
eight games, Johansson has 
allowed 5.93 goals above 
average.  

2  
13-
7-2  

11 Stars  

Roope Hintz was ice cold to start 
this season, and everyone knew 
that couldn't last. The good news 
for Dallas is that he has put that 
early slump way back in the 
rearview mirror. Hintz has been 
the Stars' best generator of 
dangerous chances all season, 
and he is finally starting to get 
some shooting luck. He has 10 
goals in his last 10 games, 
including a hat trick in a win over 
the Hurricanes.  

4  
13-
7-2  

12 Ducks  

When Sonny Milano was traded 
from the Blue Jackets to the 
Ducks in exchange for Devin 
Shore, it seemed like a 
throwaway trade, but it now 
looks like Anaheim got the better 
end of the deal. Milano now has 
17 points in 20 games, which is 

6  
14-
8-5  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

just five points off his career 
high, and he has worked well 
with Trevor Zegras and Rikard 
Rakell.  

13 
Golden 
Knights  

Even though he missed more 
than a month due to injury, Max 
Pacioretty has shown no signs of 
rust. In five games since his 
return, Pacioretty has posted 
four goals and seven points. His 
presence makes the Vegas 
lineup quite a bit more lethal.  

2  
14-
10-0 

14 Red Wings  

The Red Wings have now won 
five straight games, but I expect 
a little regression to hit in the 
near future. Four of those wins 
came by one goal, three of them 
came in overtime or a shootout, 
and the underlying numbers in 
several of the victories raise 
some red flags.  

3  
13-
10-3 

15 Bruins  

Boston is now last in the NHL in 
five-on-five shooting percentage 
at 5.84%. The Bruins do have a 
lack of forward depth, but they 
are still better than their record 
currently reflects.  

3  
12-
8-1  

16 Blues  

The Blues are 25th in the NHL in 
expected goals share at five-on-
five (47.38%). More specifically, 
defensemen Colton Parayko, 
Marco Scandellam, and Robert 
Bortuzzo have been really 
struggling in that regard. That 
should be a cause for concern in 
St. Louis.  

3  
13-
8-4  

17 Jets  

Just one week ago, I wrote 
about the need for the Jets to 
get Mark Scheifele going. Well, 
they managed to do that. 
Scheifele broke out in a major 
way with a hat trick and four total 
points in Winnipeg's win over the 
Devils. Now, we'll see whether 
Schiefele can use that as a 
jumpstart for the rest of the 
season.  

3  
12-
9-4  

18 Penguins  

Jake Guentzel is driving the 
Penguins' offense this season. 
His 24 points are the most on 
the team by a country mile, and 

2  
12-
8-5  
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

he is tied with Evan Rodrigues 
for the team lead in individual 
expected goals at 5.66. His hat 
trick against the Canucks 
brought his goal total to 13 in 23 
games played.  

19 Predators  

Filip Forsberg stole the show 
with four goals against the Blue 
Jackets and an overtime winner 
against the Canadiens, but it's 
Mikael Granlund appreciation 
day here. His 21 assists are tied 
for third in the NHL, and his 
creativity and vision have been a 
major boost for the Nashville 
offense in 2021-22.  

4  
14-
10-1 

20 Kings  

After Alex Edler's 15 seasons in 
Vancouver, I wondered how 
much he had left in the tank 
when he went to the Kings in the 
offseason. So far, the on-ice 
results have been surprising. 
Edler has already surpassed his 
low point total from last season, 
and Los Angeles is controlling 
play with him on the ice.  

1  
10-
10-4 

21 
Blue 
Jackets  

The Blue Jackets are the most 
volatile team in these rankings. 
That's because one week they 
will overcome poor underlying 
numbers to notch impressive 
victories, and the next week they 
will be exactly the team you 
expect them to be. This past 
week fell into the latter category. 
Columbus went 1-3-0 and got 
noticeably outplayed in every 
game.  

7  
13-
11-0 

22 Sharks  

Erik Karlsson's $11.5 million cap 
hit looks much better this season 
than it did last year. Karlsson 
hasn't been himself for a couple 
of years now, but his first 19 
games of the 2021-22 season 
have been very encouraging. He 
has 14 points, and the Sharks 
own 57.95% of the expected 
goals with him on the ice.  

2  
14-
11-1 

23 Kraken  

Until the goaltending situation 
improves (if it ever does...) the 
Kraken will have to outscore 
teams on a regular basis. That 
strategy worked well enough for 

3  
9-
14-2 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

them last week, but a lack of 
firepower amongst the forward 
group makes me wonder how 
long that will continue.  

24 Blackhawks 

After a worrisome start with the 
Blackhawks, Marc-Andre Fleury 
has settled in and now looks 
more like the reigning Vezina 
Trophy winner. In his last seven 
starts, Fleury has stopped 7.34 
goals above average at five-on-
five, which ranks second in the 
NHL over that span.  

3  
9-
14-2 

25 Senators  

Since being bitten by Brendan 
Lemieux, Brady Tkachuk has 
five points in three games. I don't 
think that's related, but it is a fun 
fact . Also, the Senators scored 
back-to-back wins over the 
Hurricanes and the Avalanche. 
Go figure.  

7  
7-
16-1 

26 Devils  

New Jersey ranks 11th in the 
NHL in expected goals against 
at five-on-five (43.55). The 
Devils' 91.27% team save 
percentage at five-on-five ranks 
24th in the league, so that 
explains why a decent defensive 
team is allowing over three goals 
per game.  

4  
9-9-
5  

27 Flyers  

Philadelphia has now lost eight 
straight games, and the most 
recent loss was a 7-1 drubbing 
at the hands of the Lightning. 
After an encouraging start to the 
season, Carter Hart has 
struggled in the crease, but this 
rough patch hardly falls entirely 
on his shoulders. It's hard to find 
anything that's working for the 
Flyers these days, and the team 
has reportedly fired head coach 
Alain Vigneault as a result.  

6  
8-
11-4 

28 Canucks  

The Canucks finally decided to 
make some changes, and they 
have fired general manager Jim 
Benning and made a coaching 
change. Vancouver is now hiring 
66-year-old Bruce Boudreau to 
be its next head coach. It's that 
type of forward thinking 

3  
9-
15-2 
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approach that makes the 
Canucks so special.  

29 Coyotes  

Jakob Chychrun was the biggest 
bright spot for the Coyotes last 
season, but he has had trouble 
keeping that up this year. In 56 
games last year, Chychrun only 
has seven points in 24 games 
played in 2021-22. Even more 
concerning than Chychrun's lack 
of production is the fact that his 
underlying numbers have been 
poor as well. Of course, that 
could be due to having a 
revolving door of underwhelming 
defensive partners.  

1  
5-
18-2 

30 Canadiens  

Tossing your jersey onto the ice 
is the hot new trend in Canada, 
and that's what happened during 
the Canadiens' loss to the 
Avalanche last week. I can 
hardly blame fans in Montreal. 
The team is 2-7-1 in its last 10 
games, and the underlying 
numbers are even uglier. The 

1  
6-
18-3 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Habs haven't had more expected 
goals than an opponent since a 
Nov. 13 loss to the Red Wings.  

31 Sabres  

Buffalo acquired Malcolm 
Subban in an attempt to solve its 
glaring goaltending issue. In his 
first start for the Sabres, Subban 
gave up five goals on 22 shots 
and was pulled from the game. 
To be fair, Buffalo is one of the 
worst teams in the NHL in 
expected goals against at five-
on-five.  

6  
8-
14-3 

32 Islanders  

The Islanders are absolutely 
going through it these days. 
They haven't won a game since 
Nov. 6 and they are now 12 
points out of a playoff spot. 
Coming into the season, I 
thought the Isles could compete 
for a Stanley Cup, but instead 
this has been a disaster of epic 
proportions.  

4  
6-
10-5 
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Five Candidates to Become Vancouver Canucks GM 

The Vancouver Canucks are on the search for a new GM. 
Who will it be? Mike Stephens takes a look at five candidates 
for the position. 

By Mike Stephens 

Jim Benning is gone.  

I never thought the day would come, to be honest. The man 
seemed impervious to scrutiny, somehow staying as secure 
as ever in the Canucks' GM seat despite nearly a decade of 
constant failure.  

Alas, that was not the case. Benning is out, and the Canucks 
need a new GM.  

Who could that be? Great question! Let's take a look at five 
candidates who could potentially fit the bill.  

5. Laurence Gilman 

The Toronto Marlies are the class of the American Hockey 
League. Much of that is due to the tireless work of Laurence 
Gilman, who took over as the affiliate's GM and president in 
2018 when Kyle Dubas was elevated to the Maple Leafs.  

Since then, Gilman has guided the Marlies through a 
pandemic that threatened the viability of an AHL season on 
numerous occasions, played a large hand in installing the 
Newfoundland Growlers as a successful ECHL franchise 
while guiding them to a Kelly Cup championship in their 
inaugural season, and has since helped maintain the steady 
pipeline of prospects and supporting players that have 
continued to flow up the street to Scotiabank Arena. 

Not to mention, he knows the market well.  

Gilman worked alongside Mike Gillis as AGM during the 
Canucks' most successful seasons in franchise history, 
helping build the team into a perennial contender with a 
forward-thinking approach that was clearly ahead of its time.  

The Canucks clearly want someone with that cutting-edge 
thinking. And if they seek to replicate the success of the Gillis 
era without bringing Gillis back himself, hiring his right-hand 
man might be the next best thing.  

4. Alexandra Mandrycky 

They say the key to success as a leader is surrounding 
yourself with people who are smarter than you.  

Well, Alexandra Mandrycky is smarter than you. I'm sorry. 
She just is.  

Mandrycky holds an engineering degree from Georgia Tech, 
co-founded the highly influential analytics website war-on-
ice.com before being hired by the Minnesota Wild as a data 

analyst, and now serves as director of hockey administration 
for the Seattle Kraken.  

If you're looking for a bright, young voice, Mandrycky is it.  

She's been in enough warm rooms to have gained the 
negotiation experience required of a big-league GM, 
navigated the Paul Fenton disaster in Minnesota which 
demonstrates her ability to toe the line with management, 
and is, above all else, a brilliant hockey mind.  

The Canucks have quietly begun building a promising 
analytics department behind the scenes in recent years, with 
the hirings of forward-thinking writers like Ryan Biech and 
Miles Hoaken, among others. Mandrycky would be the 
perfect person to lead that staff and drag the Canucks' 
hockey operations into the modern-day – and beyond.  

3. Marc Bergevin  

Let me just preface this by saying that Bergevin would not be 
my choice to head up the Canucks. He wouldn't crack my top 
ten, frankly. But pretty much everyone in the hockey world 
has linked the former Canadiens GM to this job over the past 
48 hours, so I can't NOT include him here.  

So, dear readers, you will now have the pleasure of watching 
me attempt to write something positive about Bergevin's 
credentials as a GM. Your prayers are welcome in this trying 
time.  

Look, the Canadiens made the Stanley Cup Final last year. 
That can't just be ignored, regardless of how much luck 
played into it. Bergevin was the architect of that roster, 
signing key pieces like Brendan Gallagher and Philip 
Danault, and trading for others in Shea Weber and Jeff 
Petry.  

Bergevin does well in free agency in a way that Jim Benning 
certainly did not, too.  

Signing Tyler Toffoli for $4.85 million for the next three 
seasons is some shrewd business. So is getting Petry, a 
premier puck-moving right-shot defender, at under $7 million 
– although the term might become an issue down the line 
given his age. Jake Allen kept the Canadiens afloat for the 
stretches in which Carey Price was unavailable, with 
Bergevin locking him in for under $3 million through 2023.  

Those are all decent moves. And if the Canucks are indeed 
thinking of bringing him in, he at least has some merit. There 
are just far brighter minds out there.  

2. Eric Tulsky 

This will almost certainly not happen, as Tulsky is about as 
entrenched within the Hurricanes organization as an 
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executive can be, but that doesn't mean we can't do some 
wishful thinking.  

Tulsky is arguably the best non-GM executive in the entire 
NHL. Every single owner should be throwing bags of money 
at him whenever he steps out in public in the hopes of 
courting him to run their hockey team – the Canucks 
included.  

Simply put, Tulsky is the anti-Benning.  

He doesn't lose trades, can identify high-end bargain-free 
agents on the open market, and is a proponent of the 
importance of drafting and developing – areas in which 
Benning struggled mightily while running the Canucks.  

What more could you ask for? Tulsky is a big reason for why 
the Hurricanes are a deep, talented, fast, and, most 
importantly, cap-compliant team with a stacked prospect 
cupboard despite currently being in the middle of a 
contention window that looks to stay open for years to come.  

Tulsky been a supporting, albeit extremely influential, front 
office piece for years. Perhaps the urge to finally sit at the 

head of the table for a Canadian team might pry him out of 
his ideal surroundings.  

1. Chris MacFarland 

The Colorado Avalanche are a good hockey team. Chris 
MacFarland helped make them that way.  

MacFarland joined the Avalanche in 2015 after 16 seasons 
with the Columbus Blue Jackets, arriving in Colorado shortly 
before the team started its meticulous ascent to the NHL's 
elite.  

Coincidence? I think not.  

The 51-year-old has over 20 years of experience in an NHL 
front office and is an influential voice within arguably the best 
management group in the league. If there's an AGM more 
deserving of a promotion, I have yet to see them. 

MacFarland is ready. And the Canucks could be the perfect 
opportunity for him to show it.
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Hot starts and crucial kills sees Canes win in Winnipeg 

The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Winnipeg Jets 4-2 
Tuesday night at the Canada Life Centre thanks to a power 
play starting to find its way and a crucial kill in the third 
period. 

By Ryan Henkel 

It can always be hard to hit the ground running on the road, 
but the Carolina Hurricanes got essentially a perfect start to 
not only the road trip, but also to the game Tuesday night 
against the Winnipeg Jets. 

On the first shift of the game, Andrei Svechnikov nearly 
converted on the Canes’ first chance on goal — the puck 
missing by an inch and hitting the post — but seconds after 
that, a Jaccob Slavin point shot did find its way in past 
Connor Hellebuyck. 

After that, the Hurricanes were cruising in Winnipeg, 
generating chance after chance and suffocating the Jets. 
The Canes nearly connected on a few more chances 
throughout the opening 20 minutes, but Hellebyuck stayed 
strong. 

However, the second period had a similar hot start for the 
Canes and this time it was Sebastian Aho jamming away at 
the loose puck in the crease that extended the lead. 

Winnipeg would challenge the goal for goaltender 
interference, but after review, the call on the ice stood. 

So the Canes had a chance to extend the lead on the power 
play, except just a little ways into the power play, Vincent 
Trocheck was whistled for a phantom hook and then at 4-on-
4, the Jets would convert a chance. 

And then from there, the Canes couldn’t get out of their own 
way and after back-to-back penalties against Ian Cole, the 
Jets broke through again with a Pierre-Luc Dubois, between-
the-legs deflection that Frederik Andersen couldn’t react to in 
time. 

Despite limiting most of Winnipeg’s even strength offense, 
the Canes were back to a tied game. 

But the Hurricanes didn’t let the wind get knocked out of their 
sails, and when they got another shot at the power play late 
in the second, the team found the lead again. 

It was Martin Necas with the put back after a mad scramble 
around the crease saw multiple Canes players miss the open 
cage, but luckily Necas didn’t fumble it. 

Okay... stop me if you have heard this one before, but the 
start of the third period was — once again — a hot start for 
Carolina.  

A bit of hardworking forechecking caused Winnipeg to take a 
penalty and unfortunately for the Jets, the Hurricanes’ power 
play has once again found life. 

The same way that Vincent Trocheck found his own rebound 
in front of the crease to sweep past Hellebuyck to re-extend 
the lead to two. 

It might have been easy from there, except that Cole 
committed his third penalty of the night. It would be his final 
penalty of the night, however, as he was given five and a 
game for kneeing Mark Scheifele — their second ejection in 
two games.  

Yet the Jets’ power play was no match for the Canes’ kill as 
in the five minutes, Winnipeg only managed two shots on net 
and were jeered by a myriad of boos from the home crowd, 
which may as well have been cheers to the Carolina killers. 

The Hurricanes kept it on lock from there and won 4-2 to kick 
off the road trip. 

The Canes will be back in action Thursday night at 9 p.m. as 
they take on the Pacific Division leading, Calgary Flames.
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They Said It: Brind’Amour, Aho, Slavin break down win over Jets 

A five-game road trip got started off on the right note for the 
Carolina Hurricanes Tuesday night, as the Canes won 4-2 in 
Winnipeg.  

By Alec_Sawyer and Ryan Henkel 

It was as good of a start to a five-game road trip as the 
Carolina Hurricanes could have imagined Tuesday night, as 
defenseman Jaccob Slavin scored his first goal of the 
season 30 seconds into game one of a five-game swing 
through western Canada and Minnesota.  

With Slavin’s goal starting things off, the Canes beat the 
Winnipeg Jets 4-2 Tuesday night, getting goals from 
Sebastian Aho, Martin Necas and Vincent Trocheck as well.  

Carolina saw a 2-0 lead slip away but fought back, as the 
power play showed revitalized signs of life with Necas and 
Trocheck both scoring with the man advantage.  

On the other side of the special teams equation, the Canes 
had a massive five-minute major kill in the third period after 
Ian Cole was given a game misconduct for kneeing.  

Following the win, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, Aho and 
Slavin spoke with members of the media via Zoom. 

Here is what they had to say: 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On how lopsided the game was in terms of chances created: 
It was a solid game from start to finish. We had a couple of 
hiccups there in the second, but that’s pretty much it for the 
whole game. I think we played a solid game like this for the 
last couple of weeks, we just weren’t able to score in those 
other games. But the penalty kill was great tonight, 
obviously. That was a huge part of the game. 

On the quick start: It’s always good to score on the first shift. 
It was a great first shift. We hit the post and pretty much did 
everything you’re supposed to do to start the game. So it’s 
nice to get ahead and set the tone, but it’s always easier to 
play from in front. 

On killing the five-minute major: That could have been really 
crucial if they had got one and then the momentum and then 
nobody knows what happens. But we didn’t give them 
anything. That was one of the big, big keys of the game for 
sure. 

On the way Slavin has played the last few games shown 
another step even with his minutes and roles: I think it’s a 
necessity, right? We’re missing two huge pieces back there, 
which is why in this little run, even though we haven’t gotten 
some victories, the way we’ve played defensively has been 
kind of really more, not surprising, but encouraging. With 
[Brett Pesce] and Tony [DeAngelo] out, that we can continue 
to play that way I think part of it is really because Slavin is 
picking up a lot of the slack there. Power play, extra minutes. 
That’s why he is what he is.  

On Ethan Bear: He’s been good. Unfortunately, he got 
COVID and sat for 10 days. He’s just coming out of that, as 
far as physically. I thought he did better tonight. We eased 

him in the other night. He’s been great, a great addition for 
us. He’s got a lot of upside, for sure.  

On Bear playing on the first pairing: Well, he’s been up there 
most of the year until he got COVID. Unfortunately with that, 
you just sit for so long. For a professional athlete to sit for 10 
days and then try to get your game back, it takes a little time. 
We’ve had him paired with pretty much everybody, and he’s 
been great. Like I said, we’re really excited about where his 
game could go. 

On Seth Jarvis: I think he’s been a real bright spot for us this 
season. He came in and earned his way. He’s certainly 
shown that he belongs in this league. That’s another young 
kid that we’re really excited about.  

Sebastian Aho 

On how good it was to have success in all situations in the 
win: Special teams are always huge in this game. We did a 
pretty good job overall. We let in one PK goal, but we killed a 
ton of penalties, too. It was a good effort all around, and it 
was nice to see the power play get two goals, too.  

On what’s going better for the power play: I don’t think it’s 
luck. We have been trying to be a little more simple. Get 
pucks to the net. It’s just the simple side of the game when 
you’re maybe not playing with high confidence, just to try to 
put the puck to the net and go to work.  

On getting the road trip started off with a win: It’s always nice 
to start the road trip with a win. It really doesn’t matter if 
you’re up two goals, tied game or down two goals. We kind 
of grind the same way. We trust that when we have a chance 
we are skilled enough to put the puck in the net. Nothing 
really changed when they tied the game.  

On Necas’ power play goal: Yeah, it was huge. We took the 
momentum back in the game as well after that goal. It’s just 
a huge goal in the game. Guys were dialed in there. Jordan 
[Staal], the big man, was hacking and whacking the puck in 
front. Pretty much the whole unit was there. You could tell 
the guys were hungry for that goal. It was huge.  

Jaccob Slavin 

On how he’s feeling after playing 29 minutes twice in the last 
three games: Pretty good for the most part. I got sick there a 
little bit. It wasn’t COVID, so we’re fine, but I’m on the tail end 
of that. I’m feeling fine. The energy is good. I’m ready for a 
good night’s sleep tonight.  

On the five-minute major kill in the third period: The penalty 
kill is something we take pride in as a group. I know [Tim] 
Gleason takes a lot of pride in it and how we do things. You 
step over those boards and you’ve got a job to do. Everyone 
was up for the task tonight. With that five-minute kill tonight, 
it’s huge. The game could completely change if that goes the 
other way. We did what we wanted to do. We had good 
pressure and kept getting the puck 200 feet. It was a great 
kill.  

On his goal to get the game and road trip started off: It’s 
huge. We haven’t had the best stretch over the last couple 
weeks, so we wanted to start this trip off right. It’s huge going 
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forward. We just need to start games on time. That’s 
something that we struggle with sometimes. When we can 
start a game on time, that makes for a huge success later 
on.  

On the defensive depth stepping up and on what that says 
about the group: That’s huge. That speaks to management 
doing a great job of providing depth down the organization. 
And then these guys get their opportunity, and they’re 
capable players. They come up and do what they do best, 
and that’s just play the game. They’re great skaters. For 
them to come in and play the way they have is huge. It 
doesn’t change what we need to do as a D corps and 
continue to steer the ship for the team and continue to get 

the puck in our forwards’ hands. It’s been huge. Everyone on 
the back end has been playing great. Obviously we just need 
to continue with that.  

On if this is the best defensive game they’ve played 5 on 5: 
Yeah, we played a solid game tonight. We got away from it in 
the second period. That’s probably where that chance came 
in. We were committed to playing the right way tonight, and 
that needs to continue throughout this trip and on from there. 
We played a good 5-on-5 game. Our forwards did a good job 
tonight backtracking, staying above their forwards and 
helping us D out so we could keep tight gaps and not give 
them any space. It was huge.

 

 

 

 
Rejuvenated power play lifts Canes over Jets  

By Bryan Pyrtle 

The Carolina Hurricanes fought their way to a 4-2 victory 
over the Winnipeg Jets on Tuesday, Dec. 7. 

The Canes’ (17-6-1) trip to Manitoba was noteworthy on a 
couple of counts, namely a sibling matchup between right 
wing Andrei Svechnikov and his brother Evgeny of the Jets 
(12-9-4) combined with center Seth Jarvis’ first NHL game 
against his hometown team. While neither Svechnikov was 
able to crack the scoresheet, Jarvis earned a point with an 
assist on center Martin Nečas’ go-ahead goal late in the 
second period. 

Carolina’s special teams came to the forefront the latter half 
of the game. The Canes scored twice on the power play to 
pull ahead from 2-2 to the final 4-2 scoreline, and the penalty 
kill unit executed a crucial third-period kill of a five-minute 
major against defenseman Ian Cole. Despite Cole earning 
himself 19 PIM on the night, the Canes’ PK stepped up and 
showed why it’s one of the best in the league. 

“Special teams are always huge in this game,” said center 
Sebastian Aho. “We did a pretty good job overall. We let one 
PK go, but we killed a ton of penalties too. It was a good 
effort all around.” 

The second period proved eventful as a 1-0 Canes lead 
coming out of the first intermission was extended to 2-0 
before a Jets comeback pulled the two teams even at 2-2. 
The Hurricanes managed to regain the lead in the dying 

minutes of the third period as Nečas poked a loose puck into 
the net just 20 seconds before the horn. 

That initial 1-0 lead came courtesy of defenseman Jaccob 
Slavin who let a shot fly from the point to score just 30 
seconds after the puck dropped. The early goal set the tone 
for the first period as Carolina skated circles around 
Winnipeg, outshooting the Jets 15-5 in the opening 20 
minutes. 

“We haven't had the best stretch over the last couple weeks,” 
Slavin said. “We wanted to start this trip off right. It's huge 
going forward. We just need to start games on time.” 

Winnipeg’s second-period surge was initiated by a goal from 
Nikolaj Ehlers on a 2-on-1 breakaway. Just under 14 minutes 
later, Pierre-Luc Dubois netted a power play goal for the Jets 
to knot it up at 2-2, beating goaltender Frederik Andersen 
with a nifty between-the-legs finish. 

Andersen stepped up in the third period however, making a 
few key saves to bring his total to 16 on the night. The most 
impressive of these was an acrobatic snow angel save with 
under 16 minutes to go to prevent Winnipeg from staging 
another comeback. 

The Canes were able to see the victory through to the end 
and get their road trip through western Canada started on 
the right foot. They will look to continue that form on 
Thursday, Dec. 9 when they take on the Calgary Flames at 9 
p.m. ET.
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Canes power play grounds Jets: Five takeaways from Carolina’s road 
win over Winnipeg 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes began a five-game road trip Tuesday against 
the Winnipeg Jets. Five takeaways from the Canes’ 4-2 victory at 
Canada Life Centre: 

-- There’s a lot to be said about winning -- or losing -- the first game of a 
lengthy road trip. A winning start can set the tone for the trip. Lose, and 
the pressure builds. 

The Canes got off to winning start. Sebastian Aho and Jaccob Slavin 
each had a goal and assist, and Martin Necas and Vincent Trocheck 
each scored on the power play for the Canes (17-6-1) while goalie 
Frederik Andersen earned his 12th win and faced just 18 shots. 

The Canes’ Ian Cole was called for a five-minute major and a game 
misconduct with 12:21 left in regulation after a knee-to-knee open-ice hit 
on the Jets’ Mark Scheifele. But Carolina protected its 4-2 lead, efficiently 
killing off the five minutes and that was that. 

“The game could have completely changed if that goes the other way,” 
Slavin said. “But we had good pressure and kept getting the puck 200 
feet. It was a great kill.” 

This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and 
Terms of Service apply. 

-- The Canes scored the first goal of the game, always important, and led 
1-0 after the first period on Slavin’s first goal of the season. But the 
Canes would have liked to squeeze more out of the period. They had a 

15-5 edge in shots but led 16-3 in scoring chances and 10-1 in high-
danger chances according to Naturalsttatrick.com. It was that dominant. 

But the Canes’ continued that strong offensive play, especially five on 
five, in what Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour called a “solid game, start to 
finish.” The Canes finished with 15 high-danger scoring chances to the 
Jets’ one in five-on-five play. Added Brind’Amour: “We didn’t give them 
anything.” 

-- Seated somewhere in Canada Life Centre were Igor and Elena 
Svechnikov, who were able to see their two sons play in an NHL game 
together for the first time. Andrei Svechnikov faced off against his 
brother, Evgeny, five times last season as both realized a long-held 
dream -- Evgeny then with the Detroit Red Wings. But not with their dad 
in the stands. 

While Elena has spent considerable time in North America with her sons, 
Igor has been in Russia. Andrei said Tuesday that because of COVID-19, 
Igor had not been with Evgeny for about three years while Andrei has 
been to Russia in the off-season to spend some time at home. 

Both Andrei and Evgeny played with a little extra bounce in their step. 
And maybe with a tear or two in their eyes. 

-- Nothing makes an NHL coach hold his breath any longer, or chew his 
gum more furiously, than a review for goaltender interference, especially 
when an unsuccessful coach’s challenge results in a penalty. So it was 
for the Jets’ Paul Maurice, who challenged Aho’s goal early in the second 
period that gave the Canes a 2-0 lead. 

Aho was nudged into goalie Connor Hellebuyck before scoring his 11th 
of the season, but was it enough for goaltender interference? The ruling: 
no interference, goal for Aho, penalty on Winnipeg. The Jets (12-9-4) got 
out of that jam well enough as Trocheck was called for hooking early in 
the power play and Winnipeg’s Nik Ehlers scored in transition during 
four-on-four play. 

Maurice said after the game he would not second-guess his decision, 
adding, “You know you’re playing in a gray area when you call the 
challenge.” 
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-- The Canes took three penalties in the second period and likely would 
argue a couple of the calls. The third, a tripping penalty on Cole, was 
costly. The Jets’ Pierre-Luc Dubois scored on the power play for a 2-2 
tie. 

But the Canes also struck on the power play before the period ended. 
After Trocheck drew a cross-checking call, the Canes got the puck to the 
net and kept whacking it until they had it in the net. Jordan Staal missed, 
then Nino Niederreiter, then rookie Seth Jarvis, who was looking at an 
open net and all but salivating. But Martin Necas didn’t miss with 20 
seconds left in the period. 

“It was huge,” Aho said. “We took the momentum back in the game after 
that goal. Guys were dialed in there. You could tell the guys were hungry 
for that goal.” 
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Hurricanes’ special teams lead way in win over Jets 

 

For the second straight game, the Carolina Hurricanes had to kill off a 
five-minute major penalty. And for the second straight game, they came 
away even on the scoreboard despite the prolonged penalty killing. 

The Hurricanes overcame Ian Cole’s third period kneeing penalty and 
misconduct, limiting the Jets to just two shots on goal during the major 
and maintaining their two-goal lead to start their five-game road trip with 
a 4-2 win in Winnipeg. 

“They get one (goal), they get momentum — who knows what happens?” 
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said of his team killing off Cole’s 
major. “But we didn’t give them anything.” 

The Hurricanes had again dominated play at even strength, outshooting 
Winnipeg 34-16 and, according to NaturalStatTrick.com, holding a 15-1 
advantage in high-danger scoring chances at 5-on-5. 

It was the Hurricanes’ special teams that proved most important. 

Before the shorthanded heroics — Cole was penalized after he led with 
his knee on an open-ice hit on Jets center Mark Scheifele — Carolina 
scored twice on the power play to pull away from the Jets. 

After Vincent Trocheck drew a cross checking penalty on Winnipeg 
defenseman Josh Morrissey, the Hurricanes’ second power play unit 
converted. Martin Necas got his sixth goal of the year on a scrum in front 
of the Jets crease with just 20 seconds left in the second period to put 
Carolina ahead 3-2. 

Then at 3:04 of the third period, Trocheck — who snapped an eight-
game point drought against Buffalo on Saturday with a goal and an assist 
— also got his sixth of the year when he cleaned up a Jaccob Slavin 
point shot to give the Hurricanes a two-goal cushion. 

Trocheck’s goal, however, wasn’t the nail in the coffin it seemed after 
Cole was handed his major at 7:30 of the third. It was the second straight 
game a Hurricanes player had received a major penalty — Trocheck was 
called for one against Buffalo — giving the Jets five full minutes to score 
as many times as they could while up a man. 

Carolina’s penalty kill had other thoughts, holding the Jets to just two 
shots to shut the door on any comeback. 

“You step over those boards and you got a job to do,” said Slavin, who 
logged more than 29 minutes of ice time for the second time in three 
games and finished with a goal and an assist. “Everyone was up for the 
test with that five-minute kill. 

“It’s huge, and the game could have completely changed if that goes the 
other way. But no, we did what we wanted to do.” 

The Hurricanes got the game started the way they wanted on their first 
shift. 

After Andrei Svechnikov nearly scored, Carolina maintained possession 
in the Jets end. Slavin found a shooting lane and got a shot through a 
Jordan Staal screen and past Connor Hellebuyck (30 saves) for his first 
goal of the season and a 1-0 Hurricanes lead. 

“We wanted to start this trip off, right, and it’s huge going forward,” Slavin 
said of the early goal. “We just need to start games on time. That’s 
something that we struggle with sometimes, and so when we can start a 
game on time and it makes for a huge success later on.” 

The Hurricanes scored again early in the second. 

Defenseman Jalen Chatfield, playing his fourth game with the Hurricanes 
due to both Brett Pesce and Tony DeAngelo being the league’s COVID-
19 protocol, accepted a Nino Niederreiter pass and fired on net. 
Hurricanes center Sebastian Aho got the rebound and snuck the puck 
around Hellebuyck to give Carolina a 2-0 lead just 72 seconds into the 
middle frame. 

The Hurricanes had a chance to put the Jets away early after Winnipeg 
challenged Aho’s goal for goaltender interference and lost, putting 
Carolina on the power play. 

Instead, Trocheck negated the power play after 33 seconds on a tripping 
penalty. The Jets took advantage when Nikolaj Ehlers finished off an 
odd-man rush at 4-on-4 to halve the lead. 

The Jets then went to the power play on a tripping penalty on Cole, and 
Pierre-Luc Dubois redirected a shot on the power play that got past 
Frederik Andersen (16 saves) to tie the game with under four minutes left 
in the second. 

That’s when Carolina’s special teams got to work. 

“Special teams are always huge in this game, and we did a pretty good 
job overall,” said Aho, who had a goal and an assist. “We let one PK 
goal, but we killed a ton of penalties. So good effort all around, and nice 
to see the power get two goals too.” 

Notes: Cole was called for two minor penalties before receiving 15 
minutes for his kneeing major, giving him 19 PIMs on the night. The last 
Hurricanes player to have more was Eric Staal, who had 26 minutes on 
Oct. 23, 2009, after he received two misconducts and two minors with 40 
seconds left in the game. Cole has had more than 19 PIMs twice in his 
career, both with Colorado in 2018-19. He had 20 PIMs on Nov. 1, 2018, 
at Calgary, and he had 22 on Feb. 7, 2019, at Washington. … Aho 
finished with seven shots on goal, the third time in three weeks he has 
had that many. … Niederreiter had two assists in a game for the first time 
since Dec. 17 2019. 
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SNAPSHOTS: Flames squander lead in loss to Sharks 

 

Wes Gilbertson 

 

SAN JOSE — This message, spotted on a digital sign board on one of 
Calgary’s main thoroughfares, had commuters chuckling and social-
media buzzing: ‘Darryl Sutter likes defensive drivers.’ 

Classic. 

And appropriate, too. 

Who better to give advice on successful travels than the head coach of 
the NHL’s best road team? 
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Thing is, Sutter might be lecturing his own defenders after the Flames 
frittered away a two-goal lead in Tuesday’s 5-3 setback to the San Jose 
Sharks at SAP Arena. 

Afterward, the boss didn’t sugar-coat his assessment of his blue-line 
crew or backup netminder Daniel Vladar. 

“Our defence had a really rough night, and the goaltender had trouble in 
traffic and trouble with rebounds,” Sutter said. “The six defencemen 
played like an exhibition game. Disappointing. 

“Missing nets, missing assignments, turning pucks over. They have to be 
better than that.” 

This was one of those rare road dates that ended with the Flames 
leaving empty-handed. In fact, they lost two in a row on the tail-end of 
this four-game getaway. 

Adam Ruzicka’s pinch-me moment — the first big-league goal for the 
rookie from Slovakia — put the Flames ahead by a pair early in 
Tuesday’s second period, but the hosts replied with four unanswered 
snipes. Tomas Hertl capped his hat-trick with a late empty-netter. 

While Sutter was critical of the defence, superstar winger Johnny 
Gaudreau insisted the loss should be blamed on he and his power-play 
pals. 

He pointed out the Sharks potted a pair on the man-advantage. The 
Flames, meanwhile, were 0-for-3 when one of their opponents was 
squirming in the sin-bin. 

“We had an opportunity to make it 4-1 a couple times and didn’t get it 
done,” Gaudreau groaned. “And they went on the power-play and scored. 
That kind of took a little momentum out of us, and they end up winning 
the game. 

“We have to find a way to score on the power-play and take the 
momentum out of their game. We let them hang around a little too long.” 

Gaudreau did notch one at even-strength during the opening frame, 
showing off his incredibly soft mitts on a slick move to his backhand and 
then a bar-down finish. 

Ruzicka has a nose for the net, too, something he has proven over the 
past couple of campaigns with the American Hockey League’s Stockton 
Heat. The 22-year-old had already racked up 10 goals in the minors 
before his recall and now has one on his NHL resume after he buried his 
own rebound less than five minutes into the second. 

The Sharks, however, soon flipped the script. 

Erik Karlsson pulled a Looch — folks outside of Calgary still call it a five-
hole goal — on a breakaway, captain Logan Couture fooled Vladar with a 
deflection while Nikita Zadorov was serving his sentence for cross-
checking, and then Hertl potted a rebound as the hosts headed to the 
final intermission with the lead. 

“Those weren’t great goals, to be quite honest,” Sutter said. “First off, 
there was a penalty that was unnecessary they scored an easy goal on. 
And then one was a line change by a defenceman (Chris Tanev). Those 
are defencemen mistakes, and our goaltender has to be better than 
theirs. Simple.” 

In Calgary’s crease, Vladar made only 22 stops and suffered his first 
regulation defeat in the Flaming C logo, falling to 5-1-1 so far. 

At the opposite end, Calgary-raised Adin Hill — a graduate of the 
Buffaloes ‘AAA’ program — racked up 40 saves to defeat his hometown 
team for the second time this fall. 

AROUND THE BOARDS 

The Flames, after losing two in a row in regulation for just the second 
time this season, are now 15-6-5. Eleven of their victories have come in 
enemy rinks, although they were a so-so 2-2 on this latest junket. “I don’t 
think we played our best hockey, but we come out of it .500,” said 

alternate captain Mikael Backlund. “The way we played, that’s probably 
what we deserved. But it’s a hard feeling going on the plane now, going 
home after losing. We haven’t done much of that this year” … Although 
Tuesday’s tilt started at 4:30 a.m. in Slovakia, there was evidence on 
Ruzicka’s phone that some of his biggest fans had stayed awake to 
witness his special moment. “A great feeling for me and for my family 
watching from back home, but I’m pretty upset that we lost this one,” he 
said afterward … Ruzicka was skating between two savvy veterans on 
the fourth unit. Right-winger Trevor Lewis was sure to scoop the 
keepsake puck for the youngster … With a behind-the-back assist on 
Gaudreau’s beauty, Matthew Tkachuk hit the 300-point plateau. Tkachuk, 
who turns 24 later this week, is the third-youngest in franchise history to 
reach that milestone mark, trailing only Robert Reichel and Tom Lysiak. 
Selected sixth overall in 2016, he is also just the second from his draft 
class to ascend to 300 career points. Auston Matthews, who was the No. 
1 pick, is the only guy to beat him to it … The Flames now return to the 
Saddledome for a two-game pit-stop, starting with Thursday’s clash 
against the Carolina Hurricanes (7 p.m., Sportsnet West/Sportsnet 960 
The Fan). “We’ve said before, the best teams don’t lose too many games 
in a row,” Backlund said. “It’s a challenge for us here to come home, play 
two hard games and hopefully come out with some wins.” 

OFF THE GLASS 

Still looking for the right mix among his depth forwards, Sutter reunited 
Dillon Dube and Milan Lucic, a combination that has caused some chaos 
— in a good way — in the past. They clicked immediately, with Dube 
driving toward the net on his first shift of the night and chopping a pass 
from Lucic past Hill. That’s just the third of the season for the snakebitten 
speedster, but perhaps his hard-nosed pal can help get him going. Sean 
Monahan is working between them on what would be considered 
Calgary’s third line … Oliver Kylington missed Tuesday’s morning skate 
and there must have been some uncertainty about his status for the 
game because Juuso Valimaki was recalled from the AHL’s Heat. Some 
call-ups play out like a sequel to Planes, Trains and Automobiles , but 
this was an easy one since it requires only an hour and change to drive 
from Stockton to San Jose. The 23-year-old Valimaki, who’d collected 
three assists in a pair of appearances since being demoted, wasn’t 
needed after all and there was no immediate word on whether he’d stay 
with the big club or be reassigned … The Flames were trying to complete 
an organizational sweep, since the Heat shellacked the San Jose 
Barracuda, the primary affiliate for the Sharks, in Tuesday’s minor-league 
matchup in Stockton. The Baby Flames rolled to a 10-1 rout, with both 
Byron Froese and Glenn Gawdin bagging hat-tricks, Matthew Phillips 
contributing two goals and an assist, and Jakob Pelletier picking up three 
helpers. 
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Flames alumni impressed by current team: ‘We just want them to keep it 
going’ 

 

Wes Gilbertson 

 

This current cast of Calgary Flames is off to the second-best start in 
franchise history. 

By this particular mileage marker, 25 games into the regular-season 
slate, only the 1988-89 edition had collected a more impressive haul. 

That crew, of course, is not remembered for their success in the early 
stages. They are legends in Calgary because they capped that campaign 
with a Stanley Cup parade. 

“The older we get, the better we were,” quipped Jim Peplinski, a co-
captain for that banner-raising bunch. “It’s very difficult to compare 
because it was just a different time. But I would say, with the exception of 
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the 2004 playoff run, this is the most exciting Flames team I’ve seen in 
30 years. 

“And they’re winning. It’s one thing to be exciting and lose. It’s another 
thing to be exciting and win, and they’ve been winning, so good for 
them.” 

Even when they’re not winning, they have often managed to pick up at 
least a single point. 

Heading into Tuesday’s late date against the Sharks in San Jose, the 
Flames had posted a 15-5-5 record through 25 outings, especially 
impressive when you consider they’ve opened with such a road-heavy 
schedule. 

They have been one of the NHL’s biggest surprises of the season, not 
only because they missed the playoffs last spring but because of dated 
history, too. 

Just once over four-plus decades have the Flames made more hay in the 
fall. Long before they were popping corks at the old Montreal Forum, that 
Stanley Cup squad reached the 25-game mark with 17 wins, four losses 
and four ties, three points ahead of this current clip. (The 2009-10 
Flames also put up 35 points in 25, the same total as this year.) 

At Tuesday’s morning skate at SAP Arena in San Jose, the sole focus 
was finding a way to earn their 16 th  victory of this campaign. Certainly, 
head coach Darryl Sutter isn’t going to allow any complacency to creep 
in. 

Hard-nosed forward/history buff Milan Lucic did allow, however, that “it’s 
cool to be there in that conversation with such a great team” — the only 
group in local lore to win 16 playoff games. That star-studded roster 
featured Doug Gilmour, Hakan Loob, Al MacInnis, Lanny McDonald, Joe 
Mullen, Joe Nieuwendyk, Gary Roberts, Mike Vernon and more. 

“But I think the reason why we’re there is because we’re taking it game 
by game, day by day,” Lucic cautioned. “I’ve said it before — Darryl’s one 
of those guys that doesn’t let the highs get too high and the lows get too 
low. He said it the other day, he’s a neutral guy and wants things to be 
neutral on a day-to-day basis. 

“It’s cool to be with those guys. But at the end of the day, we still have a 
lot of work left to do to go to where we want to go.” 

Fair enough. 

But so far, so good. 

“I think they are about as fast a team as I have ever seen,” Peplinski 
praised. “Their puck movement and foot-speed and execution, it’s not 
something that there’s a simple measurement for other than total points, I 
guess, but holy mackerel. They are an exciting team to watch from 
Player 1 to whoever Player 25 is. It really is remarkable. I think Sutter has 
done an outstanding job, and you would have to be passing significant 
credit throughout the organization. These guys are really playing well, 
and it’s nice to see them being rewarded.” 

If you’re wondering how closely McDonald — another co-captain in 1989 
and forever a fan fave around the Saddledome — follows the action, this 
should answer your question. 

Asked about his general impressions of this current posse, he mentioned 
17 different players by name. 

From the leading scorer: “To you see Johnny Gaudreau the other night 
backcheck hard three times and steal the puck on two of the three 
occasions and go the other way, holy smokes, that is good.” 

To the seldom-used spare defenceman: “You have Michael Stone, who 
is just so capable of jumping into the lineup at any time, and you know 
that he’s not going to miss a beat. Plus, he might have one of the hardest 
shots in the league.” 

When you hear the passion in McDonald’s voice, he doesn’t sound any 
different from any other diehard fan. 

Except that he’s also a franchise all-timer, and that comes with some 
perks. 

“I text back and forth with (Andrew) Mangiapane all the time and tell him, 
‘Keep going man!’ ” McDonald said. “It is just so fun to watch him. His 
work ethic is unbelievable and his hand-eye coordination is just 
ridiculous. He can be off-balance, basically hanging on one skate, and 
still find a way to get the puck up to his stick and roof it on the backhand.” 

Mangiapane arrived in San Jose as the NHL’s most prolific marksman in 
road rinks. 

He tops the overall team goal-scoring charts too, although first-liners 
Elias Lindholm, Matthew Tkachuk and Gaudreau are also providing 
plenty of pop as Sutter continues to tinker with the rest of his forward 
combos. 

“The comparison, to me, is I think both teams understand that you have 
to take care of your own end first and then your abilities allow you to 
score on the other side,” said Joel Otto, who was both a shutdown centre 
but also one of eight dudes to bury 20-plus goals for the 1988-89 Flames. 
“I think we were always confident we could play strong defensively, and 
the systems that we had allowed us to do that. And I think that’s probably 
something similar to what they’re doing. They have a system they believe 
in. You can see the confidence, the predictability at times, and it helps 
that everyone is on the same page and that you’re believing in that same 
goal and they’re benefitting from it. 

“Any team that believes that they can shut teams down and can do a job 
in their own end feels freer to produce in the other end, and I see that.” 

Tough guy Tim Hunter, another of the letter-wearers in 1988-89, just 
moved back to Calgary in October. He’s been at the Saddledome for 
almost every home game since, including some work as an analyst on 
the in-house broadcast feed. 

“The biggest thing is they’re playing like a team, not like a handful of top-
end players and then the rest of the team,” Hunter said. “They play like a 
team. They check as a team. They move around the ice like a team. 
They act as a team. Little things, like Lucic on the (Trevor) Lewis empty-
netter the other night in Calgary, how he wanted to make sure he helped 
the puck get in the net. It’s fun to see those little nuances that show that 
guys enjoy playing for each other and they’re willing to play for each 
other, because those things translate into big things on the ice. 

“To compare it to 1989, it’s different. But the big thing that you can 
compare is we were a real close team, and these guys look like they’re 
the same. When teams win and they have success, people ask the 
players, ‘What’s the difference?’ Well, the difference is we care for each 
other, we care for each other in the locker-room. And I really see that in 
this current Calgary Flames team. 

“I think Darryl is smart to know how to cultivate that type of culture,” he 
added. “Because he’s had success, and you don’t have success unless 
you create a culture in the locker-room first and then it translates into the 
on-ice performance.” 

In 1988-89, the Flames were expected to storm out of the gates. They 
had captured the Presidents’ Trophy the previous season. 

There weren’t the same lofty expectations for the present posse, 
although Hunter — his resume also includes 14 seasons of experience 
on big-league benches — noticed a hint of something significant. 

“Listening to the players talk and listening to Darryl talk … When the 
players are mimicking and saying the same things, the same isms the 
coach is, they’re buying in,” he said. “So I thought they could improve 
their team really fast because of those things. Because the players were 
wanting to be led and wanting to be held accountable in the right ways 
and as a group, not just as individuals. 

“Yeah, everything has to fall in line. You have to have good goaltending. 
You have to get some scoring from a little bit of everyone and guys just 
have to generally play well and not have too many off-nights and off-
periods. And they’ve done that. They’ve been competitive most games. 
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Even when they’re down by a goal or two, even like the game (Sunday) 
in Vegas, they hung in there.” 

As Lucic stressed, they haven’t accomplished anything yet. 

Except, perhaps, lighting a spark back home. Not just for the average 
fan, but among those who realize how difficult it is to win games — and 
championships — at the highest level. 

“We had an alumni skate (Monday) afternoon — I think there were 22 
guys out,” McDonald said. “And everybody stayed around after in the 
dressing room chatting about the Flames and how much fun they are to 
watch and, ‘Isn’t it cool they’re on such a roll?’ 

“You’re happy for them. You feel great for the city. It’s fantastic, and we 
just want them to keep it going.” 
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Four Dinos named to U SPORTS all-star squad to face world juniors 

 

POSTMEDIA NEWS SERVICES 

 

Four members of the University of Calgary Dino men’s hockey squad 
have been selected to the 2021 U SPORTS men’s hockey all-stars 
roster, set to face Hockey Canada’s World Junior Prospects in Calgary 
on Saturday (6 p.m.) and Sunday (2 p.m.) at WinSport Arena. 

Fourth-year defenceman Ryan Gagnon, who was scheduled to compete 
in this year’s FISU Winter Universiade, will now stay close to home as he 
headlines this year’s roster. Joining Gagnon are second-year forward 
Kaden Elder and rookie Jake Gricius, as well as athletic therapist Micah 
Reim. 

This year’s event will feature two games against Team Canada’s World 
Junior Prospects vying for roster spots at the 2022 IIHF World Junior 
Hockey Championship being held in Edmonton and Red Deer from Dec. 
26- Jan. 5 

Both contests are scheduled to take place inside the WinSport Arena at 
Canada Olympic Park. The first game is scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 11 
at 6 p.m., with puck drop at 2 p.m. the following day for the finale. 

“This is an excellent opportunity for U SPORTS to show our continued 
support for Hockey Canada in helping them best prepare the Canadian 
world junior team,” said U SPORTS Chief Sport Officer Lisette Johnson-
Stapley. “We are honoured to be invited annually to the selection camp, 
while simultaneously showcasing some of the best talent Canadian 
university hockey has to offer. We greatly appreciate Hockey Canada’s 
support in hosting some of Canada’s top university players.” 

This will mark the sixth year the U SPORTS All-Stars have faced off 
against Canada’s national junior team prospects. This year’s squad 
features selected players exclusively from Alberta schools to minimize 
COVID risks throughout the selection tournament. 

Calgary’s contingent once again figures to represent the Dinos well at 
this year’s event. Gagnon already has 10 points, including a Canada 
West-leading nine assists. The defenceman’s lone goal was an overtime 
game-winner versus the Regina Cougars on Nov. 26. Elder already has 
six goals and five assists thus far after tallying an impressive 21 points as 
a rookie. Gricius is making the most of his ice time in his first collegiate 
season, collecting one assist in his six games played. 

Hockey Canada’s national junior team has faced various U SPORTS 
competition on a regular basis since 1988. 
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Game Night: Flames at Sharks 

 

Wes Gilbertson 

 

CALGARY FLAMES (15-5-5) at SAN JOSE SHARKS (13-11-1) 

Tuesday, 8:30 p.m. MT, SAP Arena at San Jose; TV: Sportsnet One; 
Radio: Sportsnet 960 The Fan 

WHY WATCH? 

BACK ON TRACK 

The Flames have been the NHL’s best road squad this fall. Tuesday’s 
result will determine if this goes down as another successful sojourn … 
or as simply so-so. They arrive in San Jose with a 2-1 record so far on 
this four-game, all-in-the-division getaway, having notched wins in both 
Los Angeles and Anaheim before a bummer in Las Vegas. The Flames 
have been a solid bounce-back bunch, only once this season suffering 
consecutive regulation defeats. And, as they stress themselves, good 
teams don’t lose two in a row. 

POINTS LEADERS 

FLAMES 

Johnny Gaudreau — 25 GP, 9 G, 19 A, 28 PTS, +17 

Elias Lindholm — 25 GP, 11 G, 14 A, 25 PTS, +21 

Matthew Tkachuk — 25 GP, 11 G, 10 A, 21 PTS +14 

SHARKS 

Timo Meier — 20 GP, 11 G, 15 A, 26 PTS, +9 

Logan Couture — 24 GP, 7 G, 13 A, 20 PTS, +7 

Tomas Hertl — 25 GP, 9 G, 5 A, 14 PTS, -7 

SPECIAL TEAMS 

FLAMES: PP — 25.0% (7th); PK — 87.0% (4th) 

SHARKS: PP — 16.9% (23rd); PK — 87.3% (3rd) 

THREE THINGS ABOUT THE OPPOSITION 

1. There was no celebrating on the plane as the Sharks returned from a 
five-game road-trip. After starting their journey by winning three straight, 
they finished with back-to-back losses. Head coach Bob Boughner called 
Sunday’s 6-4 setback in Columbus “the most frustrating game of the year 
for me” and added of a few costly breakdowns, “we sort of went brain 
dead.” 

2. The Sharks won the first meeting of the season between these Pacific 
Division foes. Although they were missing several regulars due to 
COVID-19 protocol, they skated to a 4-1 triumph in a Nov. 9 showdown 
at the Saddledome. Flames alternate captain Matthew Tkachuk recalled 
after Sunday’s loss in Las Vegas that this next opponent “took it to us 
pretty good in our rink.” 

3. Defenceman Marc-Edouard Vlasic just climbed to second on the 
Sharks’ all-time games played list, with 1,105 appearances in teal. 
There’s a Flames link here — Vlasic, now 34, was selected in the second 
round of the 2005 NHL Draft. The Sharks acquired that pick in the trade 
that landed Miikka Kiprusoff in Calgary. Worked out pretty well for both 
sides. 
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Cam Talbot stones former teammates as Oilers drop third straight 

With the forecast for a seventh straight Wild win strong, the Oilers simply 
couldn’t cool off Minnesota on a night when we got equal parts gloom 
and doom from the home side 

 

Jim Matheson  •  Publishing date:Dec 07, 2021  

 

Edmonton Oilers captain Connor McDavid isn’t hockey’s Chicken Little 
so don’t expect any “the sky is falling” stuff even with three straight 
losses and a .500 record after their 9-1 roar-out-of-the-gate start, but 
Tuesday’s setback to the red-hot Minnesota Wild was equal parts doom 
and gloom. 

They fell behind two goals after four shots on Mikko Koskinen in the first 
seven minutes, never a good thing, and especially against a team that 
was coming in with six straight wins. And while they poured 39 shots at 
old friend Cam Talbot in the Minnesota net, only one puck got past the 
goalie in a 4-1 Wild win. 

So now we have an Oiler team that is still 16-8 but is 7-7 over their last 
14 games. Also a team that keeps allowing the other team to score first, 
now 15 out of 24 games and 12 of the last 15. Chasing a game against 
Arizona might be doable; against Minnesota? Nope. 

Joel Eriksson Ek, who will be on the Swedish Olympic team and as fine a 
two-way centre as you’ll find today, squeezed one past Koskinen 71 
seconds in. Then Marcus Foligno banged home a dandy Matt Dumba 
feed on the Wild’s fourth shot. 

It wasn’t turn out the lights the party’s over. But, after Jesse Puljujarvi 
ripped one past Talbot on one of the Oilers 20 shots in the second 20 
minutes, Victor Rask and ex Oiler defenceman Dmitry Kulikov finished it 
off in the third as Talbot celebrated in his first start here since he was 
traded in February 2019. 

“This place will always have a place in our heart, we started our family 
here, we still have a lot of great friends here and this was a great building 
to play in,” said Talbot, who rushed away from the morning skate and 
interviews to do a video for the late Joey Moss on the big screen.”You 
look forward to coming back every time and it’s even more fun when you 
get a big win,” said Talbot. 

He stoned Darnell Nurse, who had seven shots, in the third, and then 
Leon Draisaitl, just before Rask’s goal. 

So lots of saves and timely saves, the mark of a what he gave us here for 
much of his four years until traded to Philly in a salary dump, before 
signing in Calgary, then again in Minnesota. 

“Yeah, he played really well. He’s had a great stretch there while in 
Minny. He played some great hockey for us here in Edmonton and 
obviously I like him a lot as a guy and it’s good to see him have success,” 
said McDavid. “Obviously I wish he didn’t have success tonight but he 
was good.” 

Koskinen had no chance on Foligno’s goal, a 3-on-3 where Kris Russell 
got on the wrong side of the Wild winger on Dumba’s pass. Rask had an 
easy score after a Jonas Brodin feed, then Kulikov bolted up ice like a 
poor man’s Bobby Orr to deke Koskinen. But, Eriksson Ek’s was 
stoppable, with Evan Bouchard in the penalty box for an iffy trip behind 
the Oiler net. 

Koskinen has held the fort admirably with Mike Smith (ankle) out, and 
he’s 12-4, but he’s given up nine goals the last two games. 

“He (Koskinen) has to know where the puck is coming from behind the 
net. That’s a goal you would like saved. I thought it was a soft call 
(Bouchard) to start the game, though,” said Oiler coach Dave Tippett. 

The Oilers had nothing in the tank in their 5-1 loss to Los Angeles 
Sunday, but had considerably more juice Tuesday. 

Trouble is, the Wild are good and deep, and they’ve now scored 66 even-
strength goals in their 25 games. 

“We played a pretty good game for the most part, but like you’ve seen 
this year, you play like crap and win some games and you play good and 
lose some games — at the end of the day it matters about the two points 
and we didn’t get them tonight,” said Zack Kassian, part of a much 
sounder third line with Ryan McLeod and Warren Foegele, but for the last 
goal by Kulikov on a rush play. 

Obviously the Oilers got some valuable runway with just one loss in their 
first 10, but they’ve come back to earth in their last 14. 

“There’s no panic. I think we need to get a little more urgent, but we are 
not going to go 82-0,” said Kassian. “There’s lots of good hockey teams 
that face adversity. We got off to a hot start and were getting points when 
maybe we didn’t deserve it. But our record speaks for itself. That said, 
were are in a bit of a slump.” 

For the first 20 games, the Oilers were often bailed out by their power 
play. But they went 0-for-five against a team that had given up a PP goal 
16 times in their first 24 games. The Wild were 1-for-2, the Oilers didn’t 
get anything on their nine PP shots. 

“They were prepared. We had our looks but probably didn’t win enough 
battles on the power play.” said McDavid, who set up Puljujarvi’s even-
strength goal. 

“There are different ways teams kill against us. Sometimes you’ve got to 
get pucks into the middle, when they take the edges away. You can try 
some different things, but they just didn’t go in tonight,” said Tippett. 

This ‘n that: Brendan Perlini, on waivers after Devin Shore was taken off 
injured reserve, scored six pre-season goals as the camp story earning a 
spot on the 23-man roster. But playing on the fourth line from the start 
was not a fit for an offensive player, who didn’t get any PK or PP time 
and averaged 7:33 in his 13 games. Will he get claimed? Likely not 
…Cody Ceci, out for eight days on Covid protocol, could skate 
Wednesday and might play against the Bruins Thursday…Kyle Turris 
was scratched for the sixth time in the last seven games after strong 
camp like Perlini. 
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OILERS NOTES: Cam Talbot return to Edmonton on a high note 

After brief and average stops in Philadelphia and Calgary, he’s found a 
home in Minnesota 

 

Robert Tychkowski 

 

Minnesota Wild goaltender Cam Talbot returned to the ice in Edmonton 
Tuesday in a much better place than when he left it. 

In his final year with a 2018-19 Oilers team that missed the playoffs and 
fired its coach in mid-season, Talbot was 10-15-3 with an .803 save 
percentage and became the expendable part when the Oilers locked up 
Mikko Koskinen with a three-year, $13.5 million contract. 
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After brief and average stops in Philadelphia and Calgary, he’s found a 
home in Minnesota. The Wild are one of the best teams in the NHL and 
Talbot is rocking a 13-5-0 record after going 19-8-5 last year. 

He and the Wild have both found their games. 

“I feel good about both right now,” said Talbot. “I feel like I’m the 
beneficiary of playing behind such a good group. We’ve had a pretty 
great start. We have a such a great group and I’m happy to be part of 
that.” 

Talbot’s twins, who were born here in Edmonton, are five years old now 
and loving the lifestyle in Minnesota, which is the closest thing to Canada 
as it gets. 

“Minnesota welcomed us with open arms,” he said. “The kids are happy 
there, my wife is happy there. It’s always nice when the family is happy 
and you can just focus on playing hockey. 

“It’s pretty similar to here. Very friendly. They welcome you with open 
arms.” 

Wild coach Dean Evason says you can’t overstate the importance of a 
strong reliable netminder and Talbot fits that bill perfectly. 

“It’s just that calming effect,” said Evason. “It doesn’t allow our team to 
lose its composure. There’s no question he’s leader for our club on and 
off the ice and a real calming effect on our bench.” 

WHISTLE BLOWER 

While people complain continually about the best players in the NHL 
never getting enough calls, the same can’t be said for Minnesota’s Joel 
Eriksson Ek, who leads the league in penalties drawn. He doesn’t lead 
end-to-end rushes like Connor McDavid, but he stakes his claim in the 
dirty areas and reaps the benefits. 

“He pisses people off because of his work ethic,” said Evason. “A lot of 
times he doesn’t even know he’s doing it. He’ll come off the ice and say 
‘How come that guy is so mad at me?’ We’ll look at the tape and it’s 
because he whacked him four times and he no idea he even did it. 

“He plays the game the right way. He plays hard. It doesn’t matter who 
he’s playing against. He just goes about his business. And he gets under 
people’s skin because of it and people want to retaliate against him.” 

BUSY SEASON 

With a three-week gap in February to accommodate the Olympics, the 
NHL season is being jammed into an impossibly tight schedule that will 
impact every team at some point. 

For the Oilers, they are in the middle of it right now, with a game every 
second night for two straight months (30 games in 62 days). 

It’s a grind, and a bit of a shock to the system after last season’s North 
Division set-up with limited travel, multiple games in each city and a 
hungry taxi squad to help with the workload, but nobody is complaining. 

“Last year was an off year, it was different and fun, but we’re all excited 
to have the schedule back and get into that rhythm,” said Leon Draisaitl, 
who doesn’t mind the 30-in-62 challenge. 

“It seems like a lot of games in a short amount of days, but that rhythm 
makes you feel good. When you’re going to the rink, you don’t really think 
about anything else other than playing.” 

The Oilers are facing a Murderer’s Row of sorts on this home stand, with 
Los Angeles and Minnesota in the books and Boston, Carolina, Toronto 
and Columbus (four teams with a combined record of 58-31-4) still to 
come. It represents the toughest stretch Edmonton has seen so far. 

“This home stand is really big,” said Draisaitl. “They’re all really good 
hockey teams. If anything, you’re a little excited when you face the teams 
you haven’t faced in a long time. It’s exciting to face different teams that 
you haven’t seen in a while.” 

SHORE ENOUGH 

A game after the Oilers got Darnell Nurse back from injury, forward Devin 
Shore returned after missing 13 games with a lower body injury. He’d 
been out since Nov. 5. 

“You work really hard in the gym and on the ice coming back, but nothing 
emulates the timing of a game,” said Shore, adding all you can do is 
brace yourself for everything happening at warp speed. 

“You have to have the mindset that everything is going to come quick 
and fast. You have to make sure you’re ready to be on your toes and 
play hard.” 

Tippett said Tuesday that having a stable influence in the bottom six 
always makes a difference. He, Derek Ryan and Colton Sceviour aren’t 
being counted on to score, which is good, because they don’t, but they 
do provide an important service. 

“That line is role players, penalty killers,” said Tippett. “(Shore) is just a 
good pro who does a lot of little things right.” 
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GAME NIGHT: Minnesota Wild at Edmonton Oilers 

 

Jim Matheson Edmonton Journal 

 

MINNESOTA WILD 17-6-1 at EDMONTON OILERS 16-7 

Tonight: 7 p.m. TV: SportsNet. Radio: 630 CHED 

WHY WATCH 

Kirill The Thrill is in town. After just 56 games last year, the Wild dug 
deep and signed their Russian forward Kaprizov to a five-year, $45 
million deal. It seemed a big gulp for a small sample size, but last year’s 
Calder trophy winner leads them with 29 points. In his last 80 games the 
24-year-old has 80 points. As GM Bill Guerin, the onetime Oiler said the 
day they signed him, “he’s worth every penny. “ 

POINTS LEADERS 

EDMONTON OILERS 

GP G A PT PLUS/MINUS 

Leon Draisaitl 23 21 22 43 +15 

Connor McDavid 23 16 26 42 +9 

Ryan Nugent-Hopkins 23 2 21 23 +4 

MINNESOTA WILD 

Kirill Kaprizov 24 9 20 29 +10 

Ryan Hartman 24 13 8 21 +21 

Mats Zucarello 18 7 11 18 +12 

SPECIAL TEAMS 

EDMONTON OILERS 

PP 34.31st. PK 85.1 5th 

MINNESOTA WILD 

PP 13.9 28th . PK 80.77 18th. 

THREE THINGS ABOUT THE WILD 
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1. Hartman is having an out-of-body season. Of his 13 goals in 23 
games, 12 are even-strength and 20 of his 21 points. The previous two 
seasons he had 16 total goals in 120 games. He had 20 and 22-point 
seasons. He also leads the Wild with four game-winning goals. To put his 
5-on-5 goals in perspective, McDavid has 11 ES, Leon Draisaitl 9. 

2. The knock on Minnesota for years was they were boring to watch with 
their button-down defensive style, but not any more. They’re second in 
goals with 92 a few weeks from Christmas, behind Florida’s 93. They’ve 
scored 63 at even-strength in their 24 games and only the Panthers are 
ahead of them. The Oilers have 48 ES. 

3. They lost their captain Jared Spurgeon to a lower-body injury two 
weeks ago, early in a loss to Florida, but they’re 6-0-1 in the seven 
games without the Edmonton-born defenceman who is missing out on 
seeing his folks before Christmas. Spurgeon, who got the C when Mikko 
Koivu’s career ended, plays in every situation and remains one of the 
NHL’s most underrated players. 
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Canucks new bench boss Boudreau pushes pressure over passive 
prevention 

Head coach wants his players ‘playing on your toes,’ and veteran J.T. 
Miller for one is ready for it 

 

Ben Kuzma 

 

New Canucks head coach Bruce Boudreau gets his message across to 
veteran forward J.T. Miller during team practice on Tuesday at Rogers 
Arena. 

Hope. Communication. Direction. 

Bruce Boudreau believes they’re crucial elements to prop up any 
struggling club beset by self-doubt. The mantra was evident Tuesday as 
the new Vancouver Canucks head coach conducted his first full practice 
at Rogers Arena. 

As much as Boudreau was stern and direct in running drills, he was also 
quick to cut tension with a consoling conversation and even a laugh. He 
can live with mistakes that come through effort. He can’t live with errors 
that are a product of laziness. 

“Effort is everything,” stressed Boudreau. “They’re going to make 
mistakes. If it’s an error of commission, it’s OK. If it’s an error of 
omission, that’s where you have a problem.” 

When the problem is solved, it provides hope. And if the communication 
is honest and the direction clear, it’s a formula for turning around a 
terrible season. 

“I wanted that as a player,” said Boudreau. “You can give me hell, and 
tell me whatever you want, but if you’re going to show me all my negative 
clips, show a couple of positive ones to offset it. You don’t ever want to 
feel that everything you do is something wrong.” 

For Boudreau, the game is about pressure. He had a club that won a 
Jennings Trophy for fewest goals against (Anaheim) and others that 
finished second overall defensively (Washington, Minnesota), but he 
knows which way the ice should be tilted. 

“My philosophy, in a nutshell, is why do we let teams in our zone and let 
them dump the puck in where we have to play great defence to get it 
out?” said Boudreau. “Why can’t we stop them in their zone? And if we 
don’t get them there, then the neutral zone, and in the third case, in our 
zone. 

“It’s always about being aggressive and going forward rather than 
backing up and playing on your toes. I’m a real football fan. When they 

say it’s the fourth quarter and a team is up by 21 points and playing a 
prevent defence, all it does it prevents you from winning. 

“The message we had Monday was good. We had a 2-0 lead and 
pushed to make it three goals and then pushed for four.” 

Boudreau is a quote machine, whether he’s harping on a player or a 
system, or cracking everyone up with his quick wit. How all this resonates 
with a fiery competitor like J.T. Miller is significant. 

The club’s leading scorer is also a barometer to read whether the 
Canucks are heading for clear skies or storm clouds. If he can’t connect 
with the coach, it’s going to be a problem. What has he seen so far? 

“I have a high standard for myself and my teammates and it needs to be 
like that,” said the Canucks forward. “We got away from that a little bit 
this year, and from what I’ve seen so far, he (Boudreau) is holding people 
accountable.   

“He’s stopping the (practice) play and making sure we’re not going to do 
this (mistake) and this is how it’s supposed to be done. He’s not taking 
away our creativity, but defending and competing are not optional. That’s 
a big part of his coaching.” 

Miller is grateful to former Canucks coach Travis Green and general 
manager Jim Benning for being afforded a key role in Vancouver, 
compared to Tampa Bay and New York. He got tough love from Rangers 
bench bosses John Tortorella and Alain Vigneault and is better for going 
through that process to get to where he is today. 

“I had some very hard coaches when I was younger and learned a lot,” 
he said. “It was really hard for me to make it in the NHL. You have to be 
coachable and take in the bad and have a higher standard.   

“We don’t have time to point fingers. We need to play and everybody 
needs to do their job and do it hard. You can’t get away with cheating 
and playing loose.” 

NEXT GAME 

Wednesday 

Boston Bruins vs. Vancouver Canucks 

6 p.m., Rogers Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio:  Sportsnet 650. 

Boudreau knew Miller was a good player and has no problems with his 
occasional F-bombs or stick slams  because they usually serve a 
purpose. 

“He speaks his mind and I love that,” said Boudreau.  “A guy that cares 
and wants everybody to play at the same level that he’s trying to work 
with.  If he’s going good and doesn’t see other guys doing something, 
that’s what true  leadership is — to get on other guys — and it should 
come from the team, rather than the coach all the time.” 

OVERTIME — Oliver Ekman-Larsson took a maintenance day Tuesday 
and is expected to play Wednesday against Boston. 
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Benning's top fives: Looking at the best and worst moves of his tenure as 
Canucks GM 

With the lack of playoff success in his seven-plus seasons at the 
Canucks' helm, Jim Benning's missteps are easier to recall than his 
successes 

 

Steve Ewen 

 

Former Canucks GM Jim Benning. 
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With Jim Benning’s 7 1/2-year reign as general manager of the 
Vancouver Canucks over, we take a look back at the best five and the 
worst five moves during his tenure: 

BEST FIVE 

1. Draft-day victories 

We can debate who steered the Canucks to a particular player, but if 
you’re going to crack Benning for the team’s draft failings you need to 
give him credit with their successes. 

In his time at the helm, Vancouver has added defenceman Quinn 
Hughes (No. 7 overall, 2018), who’s on course to be the best rearguard 
in franchise history. The Canucks added centre Elias Pettersson (No. 5 
overall, 2017), who has struggled this year but looked every bit a high-
end No. 1 pivot his first two years. They also landed goalie Thatcher 
Demko (No. 36 overall, 2014) who’s looking like a top-10 starting 
netminder in the NHL and wingers Vasili Podkolzin (No. 10 overall, 2019) 
and Nils Hoglander (No. 40 overall, 2019), who appear to be longtime 
mainstays. 

2. Locking up future 

Hughes’s six-year deal with the cap hit of US$7.85 million per season he 
agreed to in October come across as a tidy piece of business. He’s the 
16th-highest cap hit among defencemen in the league right now and will 
easily outperform that number. 

Demko’s deal that he signed in March that gives him a cap hit of US$5 
million for five years has him in a five-way tie for 13th highest in the NHL 
among goalies. 

And Pettersson’s three-year deal with a US$7.35 million cap hit from 
October expires with him still as an restricted free agent, so he’s not 
walking straight to unrestricted territory. He’s 18th in cap hit among 
centres in the league. 

3. Keeping Clark 

The goalie department — to borrow a phrase from Sportsnet 650’s Bik 
Nizzar — will be a major Canuck strength moving forward in Vancouver. 
Goalie coach Ian Clark received a five-year deal over the summer that 
matches up with Demko’s contract, and they’ve already proven to have 
chemistry. 

4. Trade upgrades 

J.T. Miller had 27 goals and 72 points his first season with the Canucks 
and the forward is a part of the current team’s core leadership group. It 
was fair to wonder when word came out at the 2019 NHL Draft at Rogers 
Arena about Vancouver getting Miller from the Tampa Bay Lightning 
coming off a 13-goal, 47 point season for a conditional first-round draft 
pick, a 2019 third-rounder and journeyman goalie Marek Mazanec, but 
that should have gone away for most fans. 

The first-rounder became the No. 20 selection of 2020 and the New 
Jersey Devils used it on Shakir Mukhamadullin, a Russian defenceman. 
The Devils got the pick from Tampa Bay in the deal for forward Blake 
Coleman. 

Winger Tanner Pearson, who came over from the Pittsburgh Penguins 
for defenceman Erik Gudbranson in February 2019, has proven a much 
better fit in Vancouver than Gudbranson ever was. Winger Tyler Motte, 
who Benning brought to Vancouver from the Columbus Blue Jackets as 
part of the return for winger Thomas Vanek in February 2018, has quietly 
become a stalwart in Vancouver’s bottom-six forward group and fan 
favourite. 

5. More Miller time  

One of Benning’s first free agent signings was one of his best. He inked 
goalie Ryan Miller, who was about to turn age 34, in July 2014, to a 
three-year deal with a US$6 million cap hit that gave a Vancouver team 
that had lost both Cory Schneider and Roberto Luongo a little over a year 
earlier and had young, unproven Swedes Eddie Lack and Jacob 
Markstrom in net a little more time to grow. 

WORST FIVE 

1. Refusing a rebuild 

The popular narrative has been that the Canucks’ ownership has wanted 
the team taking aim at any sort of playoff revenue every year through 
Benning’s tenure, rather than taking a step back one season to take two 
or three forward in future. 

Francesco Aquilini balked Monday at the idea that ownership has 
meddled in the club’s big-picture direction. That’s a debate for another 
time. For our purposes here, either Benning didn’t want a full-fledged 
rebuild and trading away veterans or couldn’t sell his bosses on one, and 
the Canucks are trending toward a sixth season without playoffs in the 
past seven years, and that one post-season featured extra teams 
because of COVID-19. 

Benning is from a scouting background. You’d think that stockpiling draft 
picks would have played to his skill set, but Vancouver had just six picks 
last year and five picks the year before that. The Montreal Canadiens, for 
all their failings and foul-ups, currently have 11 selections in next year’s 
draft.   

2. Free agent follies 

The Canucks gave out too much money and too much term in free 
agency multiple times during Benning’s run. It felt like they were acting 
like a contender who thought they were one player away from a lengthy 
playoff run rather than a team trying to get traction in the standings.   

The signing that Benning-bashers will forever tie to him in Vancouver is 
winger Loui Eriksson, who, at age 30, got a six-year deal with a US$6 
million cap hit in July 2016. Eriksson was coming of a 30-goal, 62 point 
season with the Boston Bruins. He would score 38 goals in his five 
seasons in Vancouver before getting traded last summer to the Arizona 
Coyotes in the swap that brought defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson 
and winger Conor Garland to Vancouver. 

3. Tanev, Markstrom, Toffoli … oh my 

There seemed to be reasons for optimism concerning the Canucks after 
the 2019-20 season. In the expanded playoffs due to COVID, they made 
it to the Western Conference second round. They had Hughes and 
Pettersson. They seemed to be building something. 

Goalie Jacob Markstrom, defenceman Chris Tanev and winger Tyler 
Toffoli were all unrestricted free agents, but word from all three of their 
camps was that they wanted to return to Vancouver. 

There were cap issues to work out. Was Benning going to be able to find 
the space to get two of three? Could the Canucks get all three? There 
was no way they would miss out on all of them — was there? 

Sure enough, Tanev and Markstrom both jumped to the Calgary Flames, 
and Toffoli wound up with the Canadiens.   

You could understand the Canucks being leery about the term Markstrom 
(six years, US$6 million cap hit per year) and Tanev (four years, US$4.5 
million cap hit per year) received from Calgary, but what if they acted 
sooner, and particularly with Tanev? 

The story that made the rounds back then was that Benning hadn’t talked 
to Tanev or his representatives for several weeks ahead of the opening 
of free agency. That, too, is probably a debate for another time. What’s 
certain is that on the afternoon of Oct. 9 Benning told reporters that the 
team had made an offer to Tanev and they expected an answer from him 
the following morning. Instead, the Flames announced their deal with 
Tanev hours after that Benning media availability.   

In his call next day with reporters, Tanev admitted: “I sort of had the idea 
that I wasn’t going to be back in Vancouver after the last five or six 
weeks.” 

As for Toffoli, Benning later admitted that “we kind of ran out of time” 
getting offers to Toffoli. 

4. Trade winds blowing cold 

Benning’s worst swap has to be sending forward Jared McCann, a 2016 
second-round pick and a 2016 fourth-rounder to the Florida Panthers in 
May 2016 for Gudbranson and a 2016 fifth-rounder. 

McCann, now 25, was the No. 24 overall choice in the 2014 NHL Draft. 
He’s had runs as a top-six forward. The second-rounder, which was 
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shipped to the Sabres in another deal, became centre Rasmus Asplund, 
24, who’s getting top-six minutes this season on a suspect Buffalo team. 

Gudbranson broke his wrist and played 30 games that first year with 
Vancouver. He was traded away midway through his third year, flipped to 
the Penguins for Pearson. 

There were other problem deals. One that slides under the radar far too 
often is Benning shipping defence prospect Gustav Forsling to the 
Chicago Blackhawks for defenceman Adam Clendening in January 2015. 

Clendening, now 29, got into 17 games in Vancouver colours and was 
traded to the Penguins in the swap that brought centre Brandon Sutter to 
Vancouver. Forsling, now 25, went from Chicago to the Carolina 
Hurricanes and then to the Panthers. He had no goals, 12 assists and a 
plus-five rating through 21 games this season and is averaging 21 
minutes, 16 seconds of ice time per game on a Florida team that’s off to 
a 17-4-3 start. 

There was also the move that sent forward Jonathan Dahlen to the San 
Jose Sharks in February 2019 for centre Linus Karlsson. Dahlen, 23, has 
seven goals in 21 games with the Sharks this season. Karlsson, 22, is 
playing in Sweden.   

There were reports about Dahlen being unhappy about his playing time 
with the Canucks’ then-AHL Utica Comets affiliate in New York. 
Vancouver had landed him from the Ottawa Senators in February 2017 in 
exchange for winger Alex Burrows. 

5. Draft winds blowing cold 

The Canucks took winger Jake Virtanen with the No. 6 pick in the 2014 
draft. Two picks later, the Toronto Maple Leafs grabbed winger William 
Nylander and then the Winnipeg Jets took winger Nikolaj Ehlers with the 
selection after that. Ehlers is fourth in points among the draft class, 
Nylander is seventh. Virtanen is well down the list. 

In 2016, Vancouver selected defenceman Olli Juolevi with the No. 5 
choice. He has played 23 NHL games, the lowest of any of the top-20 
selections so far. 

The Flames opted for winger Matthew Tkachuk (374 games) with the 
next choice after Vancouver’s. Defencemen Mikhail Sergachev (No. 9 
pick, 306 games); Jake Bean (No. 13, 67 games); Charlie McAvoy (No. 
14, 255 games); and Jacob Chychrun (No. 16, 315 games) all went soon 
after Juolevi.   
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Canucks notebook: New penalty killers get creative, next-man-up 
message 

‘Evidently, the sitting back wasn’t working, so we changed it up and gave 
other opportunities to do it. I think they embraced it’ — Canucks coach 
Bruce Boudreau on penalty-kill strategy 

 

Ben Kuzma 

 

Canucks winger Brock Boeser (right, congratulating J.T. Miller after the 
latter’s power-play goal Monday) was a bit shocked when new coach 
Bruce Boudreau told him to be ready to kill a penalty, Boudreau said. 

Brock Boeser got the next-man-up bench alert Monday. 

It wasn’t for an even-strength shift or a turn on the power play. It was a 
penalty-kill notice that didn’t play out. But it sent a message. 

“I told Brock you’re next and he said, ‘Holy crap, I’m going to kill a 
penalty,’ ” said new Vancouver Canucks head coach Bruce Boudreau. 
“It’s fun. When guys say they want to try it and give me a shot at it, you 
put the onus on them and they go out and did what we wanted them to 
do. 

“They’re going to get more opportunities. It’s not always going to work 
like that, but I think we caught them (opposition) by surprise.” 

Welcome to Boudreau’s world where everything and everyone is up for 
review. After all, when you inherit the National Hockey League’s 
historically worst penalty kill at a paltry 65.5-per-cent efficiency, 
something has to change. 

And it did in a satisfying 4-0 victory over the Los Angeles Kings, in which 
the penalty kill went 2-for-2 and allowed just two shots. 

NEXT GAME 

Wednesday 

Boston Bruins vs. Vancouver Canucks 

6 p.m., Rogers Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio:  Sportsnet 650. 

New assistant coach Scott Walker deployed pairings of Tyler Motte with 
J.T. Miller, Tanner Pearson with Bo Horvat, Jason Dickinson with Juho 
Lammikko, and even gave Elias Pettersson and Vasily Podkolzin a brief 
look that resulted in Pettersson drawing a penalty shot for a dash to the 
crease. 

“Evidently, the sitting back wasn’t working, so we changed it up and gave 
other opportunities to do it,” said Boudreau, who added Tuesday that 
Quinn Hughes will also see penalty-kill time Wednesday. “I think they 
embraced it.” 

Part of the penalty-kill rationale it to get speedy, skilled and engaging 
players involved. Other clubs do that, so why not the Canucks? New 
looks and incentive to contribute to a total team victory works on the ice, 
the bench and in the room. 

“Offensive guys put pressure on (power plays) and with a lot of good 
teams, their best offensive players are also their better killers, and they 
get more ice time and feel more into it,” said Boudreau. “It’s a good thing, 
as long as they’re committed to doing the right things defensively. 

“If they’re going looking for goals and cheating, they’re not going to do it. 
For Petey to get the penalty shot, he was in perfect position and forcing. 
He didn’t score, but it was a great job defensively.” 

Bench boss name loss 

Boudreau is learning names and nicknames, and Monday was  an 
adventure. 

“I told them: ‘Who’s up? I have no clue — who’s out there?’ ” said 
Boudreau with a laugh. “It wasn’t easy. I’ll get to know them more, but it’s 
four new lines thrown at you. It’s a little bit of a whirlwind, but I had a lot 
of people on the bench helping me. 

“Especially when you’re running four sets of forwards killing penalties and 
we’re trying to change every 25 or 30 seconds. (New assistant Scott) 
Walker kept track and when you have good help, it’s easier.” 
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The Athletic / Team Canada Olympic stock WATCH: Who’s rising and 
who’s falling to make the 25-man roster? 

 

By Harman Dayal and Pierre LeBrun Dec 7, 2021  

 

Team Canada’s Olympic management staff led by GM Doug Armstrong 
met in Florida over the weekend. 

The Friday-Saturday-Sunday meetings helped to further dial into the 
logistics and rules ahead of the Olympic men’s tournament to be held in 
Beijing in February (if indeed the NHL and NHLPA don’t pull out ahead of 
the Jan. 10 deadline). 
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But obviously, the management staff also used the time to further debate 
and dissect the working player list which Armstrong had hoped would be 
down around the mid-30s by mid-December. 

One particular comment from Armstrong’s recent interview with The 
Athletic stands out when asked about lessons from Olympics past when 
it comes to roster-building: 

“You have to continually reinforce that you’re building a team that can 
compete in an NHL-style game, not a team that can compete in an All-
Star Game,’’ Armstrong said. “There’s going to be bodychecking, there’s 
going to be tight, defensive play. There are going to be things that you 
want to make sure you have players that can close games out, that can 
kill penalties, that can do all the things that make you successful. 

“So, it’s not just taking the top eight scoring defencemen, the top eight 
scoring forwards, and saying ok, ‘They’ll figure it out.’ You need a team.’’ 

What it means, as always, is that some big names will be left off the 25-
man roster, which no doubt will fuel the debate in our hockey-crazed 
country. 

With just over a month or so before Team Canada announces its final 
roster, it feels like the right time to examine some risers and fallers, 
keeping in mind that the Olympic long list of 50-plus players was 
submitted back in mid-October. 

Which means no player outside that long list can work his way onto the 
team. As per NHL/NHLPA stipulations, the long lists were not made 
public. 

But through some digging, we’ve got at least some idea. For example, 
Nazem Kadri has had a torrid opening two months of the season for the 
Colorado Avalanche, but we believe he wasn’t part of the long list in 
October so therefore can’t make Team Canada now. 

As such, while not confirmed 100 percent by anyone on Team Canada, 
we believe the following risers and fallers are players on the original long 
list and therefore eligible for Team Canada selection. Being a riser 
doesn’t guarantee one would make the team today nor does slotting as a 
faller guarantee the player won’t make the roster — the point is to simply 
see whose odds have shifted the most based on the first two months of 
the NHL season. 

Risers 

Forward 

Steven Stamkos: 23GP, 12G-15A-27P 

Stamkos’ overtime slap shot winner in Boston on Saturday night felt like 
the exclamation point in his long road back to Olympic radar relevancy. 
With Brayden Point and Nikita Kucherov out of commission due to injury, 
the Tampa Bay Lightning are Stamkos’ team again and he’s proving he 
can still put them on his back. He’s been excellent all season but has 
especially levelled up recently with eight points in six games since Point’s 
been out, a stretch where the Lightning have won all but one of their 
contests. 

There’s very little chance he was making Team Canada’s 25 man-roster 
before the season began after injuries marred his last few seasons. 
Now? He’s absolutely got a shot. He’s top 5 among Canadian-born NHL 
scorers on the season and a man you can’t help but cheer for to make it 
in what would be his first Olympics. 

Andrew Mangiapane: 25GP, 17G-3A-20P 

Yes, we believe he made the original long list which is paramount of 
course. And why not after his MVP performance leading Canada to gold 
at the IIHF men’s world championship last spring. But he remained a long 
shot to make this star-studded Team Canada and may still be left on the 
outside looking in, but he’s doing all he can to force the issue, scoring 
once again on Sunday night against Vegas to pass Connor McDavid for 
the goals lead among all Canadian born NHLers. That’s awfully 
impressive considering he’s averaged less than 16 minutes per game. 

Of course, Mangiapane brings more to the table than just his goal-
scoring ability. The Toronto native has been one of the league’s top two-
way play drivers this season as the Flames have controlled a monstrous 

63.8 percent share of scoring chances when he’s stepped on the ice at 
five-on-five. He’s also been a key part of the Flames’ stellar penalty kill. 

His stock indeed continues to rise. What a great story. 

John Tavares: 25GP, 11G-15A-26P 

Tavares looked like one of the forwards firmly on Team Canada’s bubble 
heading into this season. Currently a top-five point producer among 
Canadian forwards, so far he’s separated himself from the pack of 
tweeners. The Maple Leafs captain leads his team in points, his net-front 
work on the man advantage a key cog in restoring Toronto’s power-play 
strength. He’s back to driving even-strength offence at a high-end clip 
with his line creating scoring chances and scoring goals at levels we 
haven’t seen since his first year in Toronto. 

Then there’s the matter of his competition. Ryan O’Reilly only has 13 
points in 20 games to go along with middling two-way results relative to 
his track record. Sean Couturier was producing at a near point-per-game 
rate last season but has fallen to just 14 points in 22 games as the Flyers 
underachieve. Mathew Barzal’s been cold and Mark Scheifele hasn’t 
been playing his best hockey either. 

Combine Tavares’ strong campaign with other centres on the bubble not 
playing up to their potential and it’s easy to see why he’s a riser. 

Zach Hyman: 23GP, 11G-7A-18P 

For a long time, Hyman’s increased production and profile have been 
downplayed to a certain extent because of the superstar linemates he’s 
played with. In Toronto, he was riding shotgun with Auston Matthews, 
and in Edmonton, he’s predominantly been alongside Connor McDavid. 
Anyone who’s watched him closely, however, will know that he’s more 
than simply a disruptive grinder whose offence is solely a product of who 
he plays with. 

Hyman’s a legitimate top-line player on his own accord. 

The 29-year-old is a handful to defend against with his size and speed 
combo. He’s become more confident carrying the puck, attacking from 
the outside lane with pace and using his shot. Many will scoff at Hyman’s 
case because of the time he’s spent with McDavid but if it were so easy 
to play with top talent the Oilers would have found a long-term fit for the 
best player on this planet many years ago. 

We highlighted Armstrong’s comments about how this isn’t just a matter 
of assembling an All-Star team and Hyman is the exact type of player 
who could benefit from that approach. He checks off a lot of unique 
boxes: He’s one of the league’s best forecheckers, he’s a consummate 
defensive player who can play matchup minutes and kill penalties, he 
offers a physical edge and he now has enough of an offensive touch as 
well. He’s brought all those elements in spades in what’s been a 
seamless transition to Alberta. 

Hyman could warrant legitimate consideration for a spot, especially if 
Team Canada wants to assemble a different identity with its fourth line. 

Defence 

Aaron Ekblad: 24 GP, 8G-15A-23 P 

We remember last year when we had Ekblad on an early Team Canada 
Olympic roster that it caused a fuss with some people. We don’t think 
those same people would be fussed now. To us, the Florida Panthers 
stud blueliner is a near-lock to make Team Canada, albeit that right side 
as always is crazy elite to crack. But we believe Ekblad will make it. 

He leads all Canadian blueliners in NHL scoring and has been a rock all-
around for the contending Panthers. Ekblad’s underlying numbers show 
that Florida dominates possession and quality chances when he’s on the 
ice, which has led to a monster 70 percent share of five-on-five goals (28 
goals for, 12 against). 

Aaron Ekblad. (Sam Navarro / USA Today) 

Morgan Rielly: 26 GP, 3G-15A-18P 

The left side once again is where things are a little more wide-open for 
Team Canada and last spring’s first-round playoff loss for the Maple 
Leafs didn’t help any of Toronto’s Canadian star players in terms of their 
Olympic candidacy. But a strong opening two months from the Leafs, and 
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certainly Rielly individually, has seen his stock rise as far as the Olympic 
radar. 

What’s equally important is that some of his left side competitors like 
Adam Pelech, Jakob Chychrun and Thomas Chabot have all been 
unable to put together breakthrough performances on struggling teams. 

Rielly’s not a lock, but we would venture to guess when the list gets cut 
to 30 or so players, he will still be there and perhaps may make the team 
outright. 

Goal 

Carter Hart 

The Philadelphia Flyers have struggled mightily over the past month but 
it hasn’t been because of their young netminder. Hart’s .911 save 
percentage is third among the six goalies Team Canada named to its 
long list in October (the others being Marc-Andre Fleury, Darcy Kuemper, 
Jordan Binnington, MacKenzie Blackwood and Carey Price, who hasn’t 
played yet) but his performance shines even brighter when you account 
for the quality of the shots he’s faced. 

Based on his workload, Hart has saved 4.4 goals above expected 
(relative to a league-average goalie) according to Evolving-Hockey’s 
model. That’s the best mark out of the aforementioned Canadian long list 
of goalies. 

Team Canada was betting that Hart would bounce back based on his 
pedigree and track record and they’ve been rewarded for that faith. 
We’ve seen enough from Hart ourselves to feel confident about making 
him one of the three picks come January. 

Fallers 

Forward 

Mathew Barzal: 20 GP, 5G-8A-13P 

Honestly had you forced us to pick the 25-man roster in early October we 
would have had the uber-talented Barzal on Team Canada. But Barzal 
has struggled with just 13 points on the season and perhaps to some 
degree is a victim of his surroundings with the surprising last-place New 
York Islanders. 

Barzal’s still creating offensive chances but as colleague Dom 
Luszczyszyn highlighted last month, his two-way performance has also 
slipped. 

In years past, Barzal’s excelled at using his elite skating ability to push 
play up the ice to help his line outshoot and outchance opponents. That 
play-driving impact hasn’t manifested this season, particularly in the 
defensive end, as Barzal’s conceding high danger chances at nearly 
double the rate compared to last season according to Natural Stat Trick. 

The lack of possession advantage means that for the first time in his 
career Barzal’s line is not outscoring opponents, as he’s currently 
sporting an even goal differential at five-on-five. 

Whatever way you want to spin it, especially when you consider how 
deep Team Canada is at centre and the fact some centres will be asked 
to play wing (which I think Barzal could do), it just appears right now like 
Barzal’s stock has fallen where he’s on the outside of things. 

Tyler Seguin: 21GP, 6G-4A-10P 

When you miss nearly an entire season like Seguin did last year, a slow 
comeback isn’t surprising and it has been a tough go for the Dallas Stars 
forward so far this season. Seguin’s lack of production with 10 points in 
21 games speaks volumes. So do some of the numbers under the hood 
which show that Dallas is getting outshot, outchanced and ultimately 
outscored by five goals when he’s taken the ice for them at five-on-five. 

With the elite options Team Canada has up front, it would take a minor 
miracle at this point for Seguin to make the Olympic roster. 

Bo Horvat: 25 GP, 7G-6A-13P 

Horvat would usually either win one of the final spots or be a late cut on 
most pundits’ Olympic roster projection heading into this season. He’s 
never been a flashy producer so most Canadian fans rarely had his 

name on the tip of their tongues but it’s easy to see how he could have 
appealed to the team builders regardless. Horvat’s established himself as 
a workhorse with the Canucks as a matchup second-line centre, 
someone who can win draws exceptionally well, offer a bigger body down 
low and start a ton of shifts in the defensive end. Those are the boring 
but often overlooked elements that managers value. 

Alas, Horvat’s had a middling season on a sinking Canucks team that 
can point to its underperforming top-six as one of the problems. 

Mark Scheifele: 18GP, 6G-8A-14P 

After a disappointing playoff run overshadowed by a devastating four-
game suspension, Scheifele hasn’t exactly blown the doors off this 
season. He’s been a point-per-game or better over the last five years but 
has mightily struggled to find his form before Winnipeg’s last two games 
where he’s popped. 

This decision might come down to the perception of his all-around game. 
Does Team Canada see him as a high-end two-way centre who can 
excel in situations and win key draws? Because that’s the kind of spot he 
might have to be gunning for if his offence isn’t clicking at a high enough 
rate to warrant a spot higher in Canada’s lineup. Scheifele’s a 
tremendously gifted offensive player but he hasn’t delivered on that 
upside yet and it’s possible they might prefer the Selke-level two-way 
chops of an O’Reilly or Couturier for one of the final spots. 

If you were to look at the underlying numbers, the answer would be that 
his 200-foot play driving ability hasn’t been strong enough. Scheifele’s 
44.8 percent expected goal share indicates that Winnipeg struggles to 
control quality chances when he’s on the ice. That’s spilled over on the 
scoresheet as the Jets are an even 14 goals for and 14 goals against in 
his five-on-five minutes — not what you’d hope for from an elite player 
looking to make a Canadian Olympic team. 

Mark Scheifele. (James Carey Lauder / USA Today) 

Defence 

Dougie Hamilton: 19GP, 6G-9A-15P 

We feel bad putting Hamilton in the “fallers” category because he’s been 
pretty good so far for the New Jersey Devils. He’s proven he’s legit away 
from Jaccob Slavin which often used to be one of the asterisks next to 
his name. 

But the unfortunate reality for him is that he needed to be spectacular, we 
think, to bust his way into the hierarchy of Team Canada’s right side 
where Alex Pietriangelo was already named to the team, where Cale 
Makar is a lock, where Aaron Ekblad is a near lock, and where veteran 
Drew Doughty is an Olympic holdover who has played well when healthy 
this season and has always held sway with Team Canada management. 
We also suspect Colton Parayko is another righty in the mix. So I mean, 
where does that leave Hamilton? We suppose they could take five 
righties, there are no rules against it. But we think what ultimately hurts 
Hamilton is that Team Canada feels it has what it needs in that style of 
player in Makar. 

Adam Pelech: 16GP, 0G-3A-3P 

This is a guy whose stock we think had really risen in the eyes of Team 
Canada management with his performance in back-to-back playoffs for 
the Islanders. But like many of his teammates, his performance has 
dropped a bit this season, which also wasn’t helped by being placed in 
the COVID-19 protocol last month. 

We would have had him on our Team Canada roster in early October, 
now we’ve got him just on the outside looking in. Mind you, he’s a left-
handed D which helps him. 

Jakob Chychrun: 24 GP, 2G-5A-7 P 

2020-21 was a massive breakout season for Jakob Chychrun. He 
leapfrogged longtime franchise icon Oliver Ekman-Larsson as the team’s 
top pair matchup defender and didn’t look back. Chychrun scored a 
whopping 18 goals in 56 games, controlled two-way play admirably and 
garnered a little bit of outside Norris buzz. 

It’s safe to say he’s fallen back down to Earth a little bit. Chychrun’s 
scoring rate has plummeted, his two-way numbers have crashed and the 
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Coyotes have been outscored 30-9 with him on the ice at five-on-five. 
Yikes. 

Arizona’s a bad team — the environment undoubtedly hurts him — but 
he’s lost a lot of momentum and buzz in his bid to make the Olympic 
team. 

Goal 

Darcy Kuemper 

His performance at the IIHF world championship was a big factor in him 
being named to the long list in October, and rightfully so. But it’s been far 
from steady so far with the Cup contending Avalanche — Kuemper 
sports a .903 save percentage and hasn’t yet found the kind of 
consistency that would get him onto the Canadian Olympic roster. 

The 31-year-old has saved nearly seven goals fewer than expected per 
Evolving-Hockey’s model, which is the worst mark of the Canadian 
goalies on the long list. 

We believe he’s on the outside looking in right now. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs 'ecstatic' for Nick Ritchie to finally score 

 

Luke Fox 

 

TORONTO – When a team scores with the regularity of the Toronto 
Maple Leafs, seldom does the head coach so much as blink in the glare 
of a red goal lamp. 

Game 27 of an 82-game grind? An early December Tuesday at home 
against an overmatched Columbus Blue Jackets outfit? 

For a club that considers itself a contender, offence is to be expected, not 
celebrated. Or singled out. 

And yet, there was coach Sheldon Keefe stepping away from his post 
and going down the bench to congratulate Nick Ritchie in the middle of a 
walkaway victory. Patting him on the back where a monkey used to 
reside. 

“Loved it. It's obviously been a long time coming,” said Keefe, uncovering 
a happy moment to discuss in a sloppy game. 

“I said to him on the bench, ‘I can't take a lot of credit for it because I've 
been calling it for quite a while now — tonight's gonna be the night.’ But I 
did I did feel strongly that today was gonna be the day for him.” 

Remaining Time -5:26 

NHL Highlights: Maple Leafs 5, Blue Jackets 4 

A push alert to the smartphones of Leaf Nation: Nick Ritchie has scored 
a goal. 

Sure, it didn’t occur on the power-play, the way Keefe predicted, nor in 
Winnipeg on Sunday — Ritchie’s 26th birthday, when Keefe had his 
strongest hunch. 

But it happened. And there was a party. 

“The whole bench was just ecstatic. Everybody was super excited,” 
Auston Matthews said after the Leafs' 5-4 victory. “He's been all over it. 
He's had plenty of chances, just a little bit snakebit. So that was a huge 
goal for him, and I think it's just gonna get him rolling now.” 

Leafs on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream the Leafs this season with new pricing options! SN NOW 
STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you want 
to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

On a roster brimming with pleasant surprises (Ondrej Kase, Michael 
Bunting) and superstars who make the scoresheet as often as Admiral 
William H. McRaven makes his bed, Ritchie had become the rusty cog 
on an otherwise well-oiled machine. 

Keefe had tried giving the free-agent flyer an extended trial on Matthews’ 
top line not once but twice. He’s had the benefit of net-front power-play 
position and even been promoted to the top PP unit in times of injury. 

At every turn, Ritchie’s teammates and coach would defend his work 
ethic and attitude. He’s been given the benefit of the doubt because, in a 
cap-constricted world, the Leafs need their investments to pay off. 

As the big winger’s goal drought dragged on to 36 games, they would go 
out of their way to praise a nice screen or a sweet pass. The little things, 
until the big one arrived. 

In Ritchie’s defence, who among us would turn down $5 million to play 
two years with a few of the world’s greatest playmakers? 

After a while, reporters had stopped asking questions about Ritchie. 

For one, he’s played OK as a bottom-six winger. He seldom makes an 
impact play, but that applies both ways. For two, it feels silly to complain 
about the blister on Andre De Grasse’s baby toe when you can just 
watch the guy run. 

Ritchie quietly went to work. And with the Leafs stacking standings 
points, the noise around him quieted too. 

“He's a guy that came in, fit right into our group. He works hard. He's 
been contributing in lots of ways,” Morgan Rielly said. “For him to get his 
first here at home is great. We're very happy for him. Teammates were 
giving him lots of love.” 

Added Keefe: “He's very quietly playing well here. Coming into tonight, I 
think he had four points in the last five games. You just see him coming. 
He's had some really good chances. Thrilled for him.” 

So, amidst Toronto’s victory over the Jackets, the joyous celebration over 
Ritchie’s first-period goal stood out. 

Kase, who set up Ritchie in the slot with a hard forecheck behind the net, 
pumped both fists like he was shaking a KitKat out of a vending machine. 
Keefe strode over for the pep talk. The fans roared for the local boy done 
good. And the stoic face of Ritchie himself turned seven shades of relief. 

“It’d been a while… probably as long as it's been since I’ve been playing 
hockey maybe. And it feels good to get one, and hopefully I can build 
some confidence and momentum off that,” Ritchie said. 

“That's almost the better feeling than scoring the goal — seeing how 
much your team cares.” 

Absolutely, we could be writing about Rielly’s four-assist showing. 

Or Matthews’ torrid scoring streak, now up to 10 goals in seven games. 

Or Bunting’s hard-working, between-the-legs, blind assist with Mitch 
Marner injured (“It was beautiful,” Matthews said) — giving the senior 
rookie 11 points in eight games. 

Or another Jack Campbell win, decorated with a few highlight-reel stops. 

But Ritchie was due. 

So, let’s give him some. 

Remaining Time -1:42 

Despite win, Maple Leafs didn't impress Keefe 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Yes, Keefe considered promoting Kase, instead of Wayne Simmonds, 
up to Matthews’ top line in the absence of Marner and the suspended 
Jason Spezza. But Kase’s recent return from injury and his chemistry 
with David Kämpf on the checking line made the coach hesitant to break 
that third unit up. 
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• Campbell wasn’t tested nearly as much as Columbus counterpart Elvis 
Merzlikins, but this pair of short-handed stops on speedy Alexandre 
Texier were critical in the early going: 

• Matthews has scored 16 goals and racked up 26 points in his past 18 
games, making us forget about his slow start. The wrist looks just fine 
now, thanks. 

• Call him old-school, but Columbus’s Max Domi is a fan of the way 
things used to be — when players doubled as police. 

“You look at Wayne Gretzky,” Domi said. “No one got within 10 feet of 
him because they’d have to answer to four or five other guys.” 

(Domi was not referring to the Department of Player Safety). 

• The undrafted Kristians Rubins climbing his way from the ECHL to the 
NHL is kinda like Jermaine Dupri climbing his way from Whodini backup 
dancer to president of So So Def Recordings. 

    Growlers Marlies Maple Leafs 

    What a journey it’s been. Congrats on your NHL debut, Kristiāns 
Rubīns #ForeverStartsHere pic.twitter.com/nrvYEVXxhb 

    — Toronto Marlies (@TorontoMarlies) December 8, 2021 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: Maple Leafs, Jets both angry over kneeing 
incidents 

 

December 8, 2021, 12:06 AM 

 

• Difficult 2020-21 seasons led to change in Vancouver, Philadelphia 

• Could Stan Smyl make a trade as interim GM? 

• Will other NHLers follow Robin Lehner out of the Olympics? 

It’s the opposite of a Snickers -- everyone is unsatisfied. 

Jason Spezza is upset he’s suspended six games, the first blemish on an 
otherwise clean career. He’s planning an appeal, first to the 
commissioner, then to an arbitrator if unhappy with Gary Bettman’s 
ruling. (One executive on another team, half-joking: “It will take them six 
games to get to that appeal.”) 

The Toronto Maple Leafs are furious at the length of Spezza’s 
suspension, the entire process, that Rasmus Sandin was injured on an 
unpenalized hit by Neal Pionk. They feel Spezza’s suspension is non-
existent if Pionk is properly penalized in the moment. They have specific 
beef with the referees that night and have made it clear. The players also 
don’t like the defenceman, an underrated hard-hitter who took a run at 
Mitch Marner last January. (Toronto undoubtedly feels very fortunate 
about Sandin’s two-to-three week timeline. Initially, they were worried it 
was a lot worse.) 

The Winnipeg Jets are angry that Pionk is injured, in concussion 
protocol. While they agree things should have been better kept in control, 
the Jets feel Toronto is complaining too much, blaming the Maple Leafs 
for escalating things to a fever pitch. 

The Department of Player Safety’s suspension video refuted Spezza’s 
three key arguments: that the hit was not kneeing; that while, yes, there 
is no rule against hitting a player who is low to the ice, the onus is still on 
him to do it cleanly; and that Pionk’s head “remained on a consistent 
plane and tract,” not materially moving in a way Spezza couldn’t avoid. 

It is believed Toronto also argued that both of its goaltenders last 
weekend -- Jack Campbell (in Minnesota) and Joseph Woll (in Winnipeg) 
-- were hit with unpenalized knees to the head. 

Those protestations did not sway the jury. 

The closest incident I could find to Spezza’s was James Neal on Brad 
Marchand from 2013, a five-gamer for the then-Penguin. That will be the 
biggest challenge to his appeal. 

Wherever that goes, one thing is very clear: Toronto and Winnipeg are 
unhappy with the officials, process, the medical outcomes and especially 
with each other. 

32 THOUGHTS 

1. Ian Cole was ejected during Tuesday’s Carolina/Winnipeg game for 
kneeing Mark Scheifele. That call was made by Reid Anderson, who also 
worked the controversial Maple Leafs/Jets game. 

2. It happened just as I was putting the finishing touches on this blog, but 
wishing the best for Jujhar Khaira. He’s battled concussions before, and 
you want to see him healthy. 

3. Good thing about the Spezza/Brendan Lemieux suspension videos: 
more clarity on the arguments made and the reasons for accepting or not 
accepting them. 

4. In the aftermath of major changes in both Philadelphia and Vancouver, 
there was one similarity: that frustrations from last season never healed, 
with wounds magnified by awful starts this year. Numerous players and 
coaches said the tough -- but necessary -- 2020-21 COVID protocols 
were challenging enough while winning, and absolutely ripped apart 
teams who were losing. Both the Canucks and Flyers worked hard to 
repair on- and off-ice fissures, but you need wins to create happiness. 
Philly GM Chuck Fletcher in particular worked to smooth relations 
between the coaching staff and players, but, as the losses mounted, it 
was obvious no Krazy Glue could hold it together. 

5. Sunday morning, a degenerate gambler friend talked up the Flyers. 
Tampa Bay was on a back-to-back, their fifth game in eight days -- four 
of them on the road. Meanwhile, Philly had three days off. Losses 
happen, but a 7-1 defeat was unacceptable in those circumstances, 
which is why Fletcher was forced into making a change. Last year, the 
Flyers were dead last in five-on-five save percentage. This year, they are 
18th, and I wouldn’t have thought they’d be in this much trouble with that 
kind of improvement. 

There’ve been differing internal opinions and supporters of Bruce 
Boudreau (now moot), Jim Montgomery, Rick Tocchet and John 
Tortorella. It’s possible Mike Yeo gets the rest of the season, as 
Philadelphia figures out its best path. (I always worry a line like this gets  

Published and 15 minutes later, is totally wrong.) Some players felt the 
preference for dump-and-chase hockey limited them, and, if Yeo’s first 
game is any indication, they’ll get the opportunity to prove it. But, if it 
doesn’t work? They’ve already made major moves and a coaching 
change. What’s next that could make a real difference? 

6. Something else that stood out from Yeo’s first game: Oskar Lindblom 
moved up and out of a fourth-line role. Everyone’s rooting for Lindblom, 
and they’ve shown great patience with him. Eventually, though, you need 
results. 

7. The Flyers are expected to quickly hire someone to coach the 
defence. We’ve spent a lot of time talking Elias Pettersson’s struggles, 
but Ivan Provorov is another really talented youngster who does not look 
anything like himself. One rumoured possibility: Adam Foote, who 
certainly maximized his own ability. 

8. If Vancouver’s future includes Jim Rutherford -- and they’ve done their 
due diligence on him -- I think we’re going to know sooner rather than 
later. 

9. Asked if he would consider past employees as potential returnees, 
owner Francesco Aquilini responded, “Anything is possible.” The 
Canucks are going through a vetting process. If you think of a name, 
they’ve looked into them, whether or not they’ve actually made contact. 
It’s also possible Ryan Johnson, newly an interim assistant GM, is 
considered for more of a role. That doesn’t necessarily mean he’s a 
contender for one of the top jobs, but recognition that he’s got a bright 
future, and the Canucks don’t want to lose him. 

10. The toughest thing about being a coach is that it’s almost impossible 
to end your career on your own terms. What Bruce Boudreau will 
appreciate the most is getting another opportunity to try. That’s incredibly 
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meaningful inside the profession. Boudreau’s acceptance of a two-year 
term was critical. Vancouver did not want to go past that. According to 
multiple sources, Claude Julien preferred three years -- and the Canucks 
weren’t going that far at this time. 

11. Stan Smyl stood in front of the players on Monday morning, preparing 
to introduce Boudreau as the team’s new head coach. “What I told them, 
I will keep between me and the players,” Smyl said by phone, hours later. 
“I couldn’t write down what I wanted to say, but the moment I was in the 
room in front of them, I knew exactly what had to be said." 

Every NHL market has its Stan Smyl. Here’s a late-1970s Mark’s Work 
Wearhouse ad with Smyl, then in the infancy of his 896-game Canucks 
career, playing road hockey with Matthew and Tony Wosk (an old friend 
of mine). 

A 1978 third-round draft pick who became the first player in franchise 
history to get his number retired, Smyl epitomized everything a Canuck is 
supposed to be: aggressive, tenacious, unwilling to give an inch. He 
played on the 1982 Stanley Cup finalist, was an assistant coach on the 
1994 finalist and in management for 2011. At the 2012 draft, he was 
invited on-stage and recognized, as top selection Brendan Gaunce 
became the first to wear a Vancouver number 12 sweater in 21 years. It 
is not a coincidence that Aquilini asked Smyl to lead during the search for 
new leadership. If you want maximum local credibility, you go to Smyl or 
the Sedins (who are also part of the interim group). 

12. Smyl raised eyebrows during his availability by saying that, as the 
Canucks’ 4-1 Saturday night loss to Pittsburgh came to its conclusion, he 
thought, “I have to get involved here a little more…maybe express my 
views a little stronger.” Smyl said he did not call Aquilini after that game. 
But his phone buzzed at approximately 8 am Sunday, with a request to 
step in on an interim basis. “Francesco and I have a lot of conversations,” 
he said. “We don’t always agree on things, but we are always honest with 
each other.” He paused, choosing his words carefully. “It was time for 
change here. We are all responsible for the situation, not just the people 
who were fired. Now we have to fix it.” 

You’re going to hear the “I” word a lot. Identity. Darryl Sutter uses it all 
the time. In our conversation, Smyl did it, too. So, what is the identity he 
wants? “Be hard to play against,” he answered. “When an opponent lines 
against you, he is saying to himself, ‘Crap, I have to play against him 
again!’ And to initiate (the play).” That’s similar to Boudreau’s message. 
He told the Canucks to be “aggressive.” 

13. While ownership figures out its long-term plans, the interim collective 
manages day-to-day operations. But what if someone calls with an offer? 
Do the Canucks hold until new leadership is finalized? “We have an 
understanding that if someone comes to us with something that makes 
sense for the Vancouver Canucks, we can move forward with it if we 
agree,” Smyl said. “I made it clear I wasn’t interested in taking the role if 
that wasn’t the case.” 

14. Trevor Zegras: must-see TV. A major reason why Anaheim wouldn’t 
part with him to Buffalo. 

15. Rooting for Ben Bishop in his AHL conditioning stint. His first 
appearance is expected to be Thursday. At the start of this season, it 
was believed Bishop would never play again, but he’s put in the time and 
effort to make an attempt. Not sure how many people thought this was 
even possible. 

16. Jeff Marek reported last weekend that the Stars put Anton Khudobin 
on the market. 

17. Mentioned it last Saturday, but player agent Kent Hughes is definitely 
on Montreal’s radar for its general manager opening. The question is how 
interested will he be? The timing is not always right, especially for agents 
making the switch. 

18. Boston is definitely willing to do a Jake DeBrusk deal, but on its 
terms. They are looking for the best defenceman/forward they can find, 
and are unafraid to take a chance on a younger player. But they are 
telling potential partners that they value DeBrusk, and won’t make what 
they feel is a bad deal because the trade request is now public. 

19. Ottawa became the first team to put a gambling company (Bet99) on 
their helmet ads, in a seven-figure deal. Now that the NHL opened this 
door, the Senators won’t be the last. It’s not surprising Ottawa would be 

unafraid to take this leap. Several years ago, at a league business 
meeting, owner Eugene Melnyk passionately argued he be allowed to 
sell marijuana/CBD oil advertising after it was legalized. The NHL wasn’t 
ready for that. 

20. Speaking of gambling, last summer I bet on a CFL game. It was 
BC/Saskatchewan, and imagine my surprise when Mike Reilly, 
announced as the starting quarterback, didn’t actually start for the Lions. 
That was the last bet I placed on Canadian football. I’m not someone 
who is bothered by shielding injuries or refusing to name starting goalies. 
However, the more the NHL embraces gambling money, the more the 
league wants these dollars, the less fans are going to accept nights like 
last Saturday, when multiple players are suddenly announced as out in 
the 30 minutes before a game. 

I'm very careful about how I bet on the NHL because I don’t want anyone 
thinking I’m asking questions that are about wagering, not covering the 
league. But there were a lot of complaints in my DMs about that night 
and it reminded me of the CFL bet. If you really want to maximize 
gambling dollars, you’re going to have to find a fair path: something like 
the IIHF or NFL route of inactives an hour before a game. 

21. Pittsburgh’s sale is going to create rumours. Other teams are going to 
be testing their market value. 

22. The Coyotes -- and the NHL -- were quick to deny Forbes’ report 
about a move to Houston. Until we get some clarity on what next year is 
going to look like for Arizona, there are going to be more of these 
rumours. 

23. Wild one shot down last week: that the NHL/NHLPA would create 
some kind of World Cup/Olympic tournament in North America with all 
the players if the NHLers don’t go to China. 

24. There is an attempt to find out how many NHLers feel similarly to 
Robin Lehner, that the possibility of a three-week quarantine due to a 
positive COVID test in China is too much to consider. There are definitely 
some who feel the same. Until the official guidelines are revealed 
sometime this month, others hope there will be flexibility. 

25. Even-strength goals since the start of the 2018-19 season: Auston 
Matthews (100), Alexander Ovechkin (98), Connor McDavid (89), Leon 
Draisaitl (82), Kyle Connor (79), Patrick Kane & John Tavares (77), Jake 
Guentzel (75). That’s a nice run for Guentzel. Also interesting is Alex 
DeBrincat 10th with 69, after Brad Marchand’s 72. 

26. The timing of Ethan Bear’s positive COVID test -- 15 days ago -- 
allowed him to join Carolina’s Canadian trip through Winnipeg, Calgary, 
Edmonton and Vancouver. The Hurricanes appealed to have Tony 
DeAngelo join them since he’s had two negative tests and is out of 
protocol, but the NHL held firm on 14 days before being eligible to enter 
Canada. He’s missed three games, so far. Brett Pesce -- in the same 
boat -- resumes skating on Wednesday, but both will have to wait until 
the Hurricanes get to Minnesota next week before they can play. 

27. Know it’s only been 25 games, but Seattle is the first team to beat 
Carolina, Florida and Washington this season -- and they did it in six 
days. 

28. Best wishes to referee Marc Joannette, who suffered a broken fibula 
last week during a Boston/Detroit game. He is retiring after this season, 
with his final game scheduled in March. Undoubtedly, there will be hope 
he could somehow make it back, but that will be a major challenge. 
Would be brutal to go out that way. 

29. Would love for the AHL to try some kind of limit to passing or carrying 
the puck back over the red line in three-on-three overtime, once you’ve 
gained the opposing blue line. The coaches and players are too smart. 

30. Great to see Tucker Tynan go to an OHL contender with his trade to 
Sault Ste. Marie. It was two years ago -- almost to the day -- Tynan 
suffered a life-threatening gash to his thigh during a game. Quick efforts 
by team trainers and physicians were crucial to a happier ending. 

31. We were expecting to see Jacob Perreault on the Team USA roster 
for the World Juniors. However, he could not get his American passport 
in time, and is therefore ineligible to play for them. This is a IIHF-
sanctioned event, and once you declare a country, you stick with it. He 
could also play for Canada, but his choice is this one. 
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32. Good luck to Andrea Barone, making his AHL debut as a linesman on 
Wednesday night. Long journey. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With an alley-oop on ice, Zegras' ingenious play sends 
hockey world into frenzy 

 

December 7, 2021, 9:09 PM 

 

We've all seen the Michigan, but have you ever seen the Michigan 
assist? 

Enter Trevor Zegras. 

In the second period of an Anaheim Ducks-Buffalo Sabres game on 
Tuesday, Zegras picked the puck up onto his stick behind the net, and 
instead of trying to it score himself like Mike Legg in 1996, smoothly 
lobbed it over the frame for teammate Sonny Milano to hammer it home -
- creating one of the most unique goals in hockey history. 

"I was sold on the pass. Once I heard him yell 'Michigan' to me, I kind of 
wanted to get it to him," said Zegras about Milano post-game. 

"I expected him to do the Michigan by himself before I even called for it," 
said Milano, "but he wasn't doing it so I was like 'Michigan! Michigan!' 
and he just ended up just throwing it to me." 

A goal with that kind of skill could make waves in a neighbourhood ball-
hockey tournament, or even in a video game. 

Doing it in the National Hockey League? Oh my goodness. 

Of course, the hockey world lit up on Twitter. 

    Wow https://t.co/rPXvTmpMCw 

    — Teemu Selanne (@TeemuSel8nne) December 8, 2021 

    On behalf of all goaltenders, I would like Mr. Zegras arrested 
immediately. https://t.co/GWSs0nnaun 

    — Doug Norris (@GoalieHistory) December 8, 2021 

    Appreciate that @michaelb4jordan! #FlyTogether 
pic.twitter.com/BWeTPLfCRY 

    — Anaheim Ducks (@AnaheimDucks) December 8, 2021 

    Zegras out here playing soft toss with Milano. Un-freaking-believable 
https://t.co/FitNoRE6tu 

    — Kyle Bukauskas (@SNkylebukauskas) December 8, 2021 

    “People just can’t go flippin the puck over the net like that 
@tzegras11!” pic.twitter.com/MLyPzl6dc6 

    — MAX JONES (@Jones_Max19) December 8, 2021 

Zegras might've even drawn inspiration from seeing it in a video game. 

    Trevor Zegras understood the assignment from NHL 2006 
pic.twitter.com/eQR11TovVF 

    — xTech (@xTechHockey) December 8, 2021 

The goal was so spectacular that both players immediately had priceless 
expressions, reacting in disbelief at what they'd done. 

    When you pull off one of the WILDEST goals in hockey. #FlyTogether 
pic.twitter.com/ygxRmUBFNM 

    — Anaheim Ducks (@AnaheimDucks) December 8, 2021 

For Zegras, he was shocked that a Michigan-style play finally came 
together for him. 

"I still can't believe it worked," said Zegras. "I tried it a couple times and 
haven't even come close. For him to whack it out of the air and keep it 
under the crossbar was pretty incredible." 

Milano, on the other hand, says he expected nothing less from his 
supremely skilled teammate. 

"Yeah I was in shock... Actually not really, I kind of expected it from him, 
so yeah, zero shock," said Milano while chuckling. 

"I don't know how many guys were ready for that pass, but (Milano) 
definitely was," added Zegras. 

    pic.twitter.com/ctENH81U8V 

    — Trevor Zegras (@tzegras11) December 8, 2021 

    Find someone to look at you the way Trevor Zegras looks at Sonny 
Milano after that goal. pic.twitter.com/QS5t8G0lXI 

    — Julie Broderick (@JulieBroderick3) December 8, 2021 

    Zegras' reaction to that goal is killing me pic.twitter.com/S3KyEkseD7 

    — Brady Trettenero (@BradyTrett) December 8, 2021 

    Trevor Zegras said pic.twitter.com/SrqAEW6ZH4 

    — Dimitri Filipovic (@DimFilipovic) December 8, 2021 

Some people even called Zegras a magician, something that used to be 
reserved for "Magic Man" Pavel Datsyuk. 

Believe it or not, Datsyuk even attempted this himself, but didn't produce 
a goal. 

    Pavel Datsyuk walked so Trevor Zegras (@tzegras11) could run. 
pic.twitter.com/mAhs6EQbu3 

    — NHL (@NHL) December 8, 2021 

    Trevor Zegras is a magician. #FlyTogether 
pic.twitter.com/1qCmhVRgjp 

    — Grady Sas (@GradySas) December 8, 2021 

Could there be more never-before-seen plays coming from the NHL's 
newest magician? Don't count it out. 

"Hopefully I can try something else, I don't know," said Zegras when 
asked how he could top his sensational play. "I think we play in a couple 
days, I'll try to think of some stuff." 

And the reaction doesn't stop there... 

    How many kids are going to be trying that Zegras-Milano play in the 
next few weeks? Feels like the clips are going to start rolling in. 

    — Félix Sicard (@Felix_Sicard) December 8, 2021 

    Trevor Zegras just had the best assist you will EVER see!!! 

    — David Amber (@DavidAmber) December 8, 2021 

    Hey @Steve_Dangle, #hatpick time, bud. 

    — Anaheim Ducks (@AnaheimDucks) December 8, 2021 

    zegras is playing 4d chess while the rest of the nhl is playing checkers 

    — sam prevot (@s_prevot) December 8, 2021 

    Trevor Zegras is an Anaheim Duck. He’s on my favorite team. 
#FlyTogether pic.twitter.com/RjVZvoL4Sx 

    — Annie OD (@sweetannieod) December 8, 2021 

    Ummmm… WHAT?! 
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Sportsnet.ca / The on-ice results that led to Canucks, Flyers coaching 
changes 

 

December 7, 2021, 12:58 PM 

 

It was a busy Monday in the NHL. Changes were anticipated in 
Vancouver for quite some time -- the only question was how much would 
change, and when it would happen already. The answer (officially) came 
on Sunday night, with general manager Jim Benning, assistant general 
manager John Weisbrod, head coach Travis Green, and assistant coach 
Nolan Baumgartner all being relieved of their duties. 

But the Canucks’ firings weren’t the only ones. On Monday, the Flyers 
also canned head coach Alain Vigneault and assistant coach Michel 
Therrien, after starting the season 8-10-4 in 22 games. 

Why were these teams inclined to make changes now? Let’s take a look 
below the surface. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Everyone knew the situation was dire in Vancouver -- except, it seemed, 
those in decision-making roles. But finally, after days and weeks of 
anticipating movement in the front office or behind the bench, both saw 
necessary changes. 

The team’s weaknesses on the ice stemmed from both roster decisions 
and on ice play. Personnel, for example, has impacted their short-handed 
struggles -- but it wasn’t all that contributed to its shortcomings. Nor was 
the penalty kill Vancouver's only weakness, even though it was 
emphasized. 

Vancouver's even strength situation hasn’t been nearly as disastrous as 
last year. At 5-on-5 in 2020-21, the Canucks ranked second-to-last in 
their rate of shot attempts, slot attempts, and inner-slot shots against. 
Almost 40 per cent of the shots they allowed came from the slot. 

This year, while they’re not among the top teams, they’re not bleeding 
shots as often either. While Vancouver may not be as rough defensively 
on the whole, there are still some weaknesses, like scoring chances 
allowed on the rush. 

To pair with play in their own zone, the Canucks are a below-average 
team offensively. The only reason their goal differential at 5-on-5 doesn’t 
rank too poorly in the league is because of Thatcher Demko’s play 
between the pipes. 

The Canucks’ shot rate for is actually 15th in the league with 58.9 
attempts per 60. While quantity is less of an issue, quality is; only 31.3 
per cent of their shots come from the slot which is the fourth-worst in the 
league. Where they really struggle, similar to the other end of the ice, is 
in rush shots -- they’re fourth from the bottom in generating scoring 
chances off the rush. All together, Vancouver's expected goal rate is a 
lowly 2.19 per 60, which puts them 28th in the league. 

And besides their 5-on-5 play, they can’t count on their power play to be 
a reliable source of offence, either. 

The answer is a mostly new-look coaching staff, with Bruce Boudreau 
taking the lead and Scott Walker joining as an associate. 

Boudreau won’t just change their systems and help them be more 
aggressive in the offensive zone -- he’ll boost vibes, which this team 
desperately needs. And ideally, that’ll help revitalize the game of some of 
their best, like Elias Pettersson. 

Shaw will run the defence, a job he managed quite well in Columbus. But 
interestingly, he won’t be handed the reins of the penalty kill after building 
an aggressive power kill with his former team. Instead, that will be 
Walker’s domain. 

As much influence as this coaching staff will have, the Canucks’ 
weaknesses run deeper which may give their new interim general 
manager quite a bit of work to do. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Going into 2021-22, the Flyers' weak points appeared to be in net, with 
the team relying on Carter Hart and Martin Jones to backstop them up 
the Metropolitan Division standings. 

Against all shot attempts turned his way, Hart allowed a league-worst 
14.5 goals above expected in all situations last season. Jones, on the 
other hand, in his last season in San Jose, allowed 4.6 more goals than 
expected. This season, neither goaltender has really been the problem. 
Hart’s stopped 3.7 more goals than expected ahead of the coaching 
change, and even Jones has been playing better than anticipated. 

But the team’s struggles in front of the crease really forced the change, 
after they slipped to eight straight losses before Monday night’s ninth 
consecutive. 

The Flyers’ 5-on-5 play, which former head coach Vigneault managed, 
was one of their greatest weaknesses. 

It starts with how they’ve allowed entries against into their zone. They're 
a bottom-10 team in allowing controlled entries against and conceding 
scoring chances off those entries. Philadelphia's team defence is 
exposed to slot shots off the rush against; their rate of attempts allowed 
is the fourth-highest in the league. 

All together, Philadelphia conceded 63.1 shot attempts per 60 minutes in 
their first 22 games, which put them 26th in the league. And the quality of 
those shots -- 23.2 slot attempts per 60 -- moved them even lower to 
29th in the league. Before shots were even taken, they were also a 
bottom-10 team in passes against in the offensive zone. 

Between the shot quality and pre-shot movement ahead of those 
attempts, the Flyers’ earned an expected goal rate against of 2.91 per 
60, which landed them 28th in the league. 

On top of that, they didn’t have the offence to back up their defensive 
weaknesses -- not at even strength (where they ranked 27th in expected 
goals for) or on the power play (23rd in xG for). So, that directly led to 
Vigneault's and Therrien’s (who ran the man-advantage) dismissal. 

Assistant Mike Yeo is now taking over as head coach on an interim 
basis. Defence was clearly a weakness of this group, which he’s been in 
charge of, along with the penalty kill. But it was Vigneault’s system being 
executed -- a system that showed its flaws before he even started behind 
the bench in Philadelphia. So, in the interim, Yeo has the opportunity to 
adjust their tactics and win back the locker room after the head coach 
appeared to lose it. 
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TSN.CA / With Marner out, Matthews will see rotating wingers 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Toronto Maple Leafs and Columbus Blue Jackets skated at 
Scotiabank Arena on Tuesday.  

Mitch Marner will be out three to four weeks with a shoulder injury 
sustained via a collision with teammate Jake Muzzin during Friday's 
practice. Initially, the right winger was expected to be out only a few 
days, but an MRI showed the issue was worse than anticipated.  

"He'll be back on the ice probably sooner than later," head coach 
Sheldon Keefe said. "We'll be cautious with it, of course, and make sure 
that he's ready."  

The Leafs went winless (0-1-1) in two games without Marner over the 
weekend. Where do they miss him the most?  

"Everywhere," said left winger Alex Kerfoot. "He's on the ice the whole 
game. Everyone has to step up. No one guy is going to fill that role. We 
got to do it as a group."  
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Marner averages 20 minutes and 47 seconds of ice time per game, 
which leads all Leafs forwards this season.  

Jason Spezza saw a lot of time with Auston Matthews and Michael 
Bunting during the games in Minnesota and Winnipeg. Spezza also took 
Marner's minutes with the top power-play unit. The 38-year-old veteran 
produced two goals and an assist during the shootout loss against the 
Wild.  

"Guys need to step up and fill that gap," said Keefe. "You saw what 
Spezz did in Minnesota. That's a guy stepping up." 

With Spezza now expected to miss time due to a suspension, it was 
Wayne Simmonds slotting in beside Bunting and Matthews at the 
morning skate. The second line remained intact, with John Tavares 
between Kerfoot and William Nylander. Nick Ritchie joined David Kampf 
and Ondrej Kase on the third line.    

"It gives me the availability to move people around still, which I suspect 
we will," said Keefe. "Auston's going to have a lot of different linemates 
tonight." 

Kase is on pace for 21 goals and, on paper, looks like the most 
compelling candidate to move up and play in Marner's spot. Keefe 
acknowledged he was tempted to move the 26-year-old into that spot. 
Ultimately, he decided to keep Kase, who just returned from a three-
game absence, alongside his good friend Kampf.  

"We tried Kase with Auston in our game in Buffalo [Nov. 13] and talking 
to Ondrej after, he didn't feel like himself in that game and he was a little 
out of his comfort zone," Keefe revealed. "I learned pretty quickly that 
he's a guy that likes comfort and consistency and reliability so, especially 
coming off of his injury, that's really important. Also, that's an effective 
line for us and an effective duo, so you take away from that then you 
have another hole somewhere else." 

Marner expected to miss 3-4 weeks with shoulder injury 

Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe reveals that Mitch Marner will be 
out 3-4 weeks with a shoulder injury after colliding with Jake Muzzin at 
practice. The team expects him to be back on the ice sooner than later, 
but they'll take their time before he gets back into game action. 

--- 

Kase will take Marner's minutes with the top power-play unit. He was in 
the bumper spot with that group at the morning skate with Matthews and 
Nylander on the flanks.  

"We used him on the second unit the other night and we liked some of 
the things he offered there," Keefe said. "He maintains the right shot and 
that brings a level of familiarity for that unit with the way the handedness 
of the players works out." 

Columbus is eighth in penalty-kill percentage this season (84.1).   

"Their special teams are very good," said Keefe, "penalty kill in particular 
makes things pretty miserable on the opposition." 

"It makes life miserable for me on my own team, to be honest, in 
practice," agreed Jackets forward Max Domi. "It's not fun to play against. 
They're so good. Guys like Sean Kuraly, [Eric] Robinson, Boone Jenner, I 
mean, they don't stop. They're on the puck. They hound it." 

The absence of Spezza and Rasmus Sandin, who left Sunday's game 
with a knee injury, is a big blow to Toronto's second power-play unit. 
Simmonds will now join that group as the net-front presence pushing 
Ritchie to the flank. Jake Muzzin becomes the quarterback.  

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) December 7, 2021 

--- 

Sandin couldn't put any weight on his right leg after taking a knee-on-
knee hit from Neil Pionk on Sunday night.  

"We got good news on Rasmus, or I would say better than we were 
expecting," Keefe said. "He's had an MRI as well and the results came 
back positive in the sense that there's no real structural damage to his 
knee." 

As first reported by TSN Hockey Insider Chris Johnston, Sandin is 
expected to miss two to three weeks. 

Sandin wasn't the only Leafs defenceman to get hurt on the recent road 
trip.  

"Travis Dermott also has a shoulder injury that doesn't appear to be as 
bad as Mitch's but certainly bad enough that he's not available," said 
Keefe.  

--- 

Asked for an injury update at the start of his media availability, Keefe 
cracked a smile.  

"You may have to cue me on some of them," he said.  

With the injury bug biting hard for the first time this season, the door has 
opened for a couple of undrafted prospects to make their NHL debuts. 
Alex Steeves, a 21-year-old Notre Dame product, will skate on the fourth 
line with Kyle Clifford and Pierre Engvall. Kristians Rubins will slot in 
beside Timothy Liljegren on the third defence pair.  

"Any time it's someone's first game there is excitement for them, and it 
resonates throughout the group," said Kerfoot. "You always like to see 
those experiences and be a part of them and it breathes new life into the 
group." 

Steeves missed training camp due to injury but has been red-hot since 
returning with the Marlies.  

"Not too much," said Nylander when asked what he knows about 
Steeves. "I've only seen, like, a couple highlights. I think he's pretty fast 
from what I've seen. Scored some nice goals, so that's probably the only 
thing I know." 

Steeves has seven goals and five assists in 12 American Hockey League 
games this season.  

Rubins, meanwhile, has worked his way up from the ECHL where he 
spent time with the Newfoundland Growlers during the 2018-19 season.  

"He really earned the respect of the group here, not just me, but 
[assistant coach] Dean Chynoweth and the rest of the coaching staff, and 
has done a good job with the Marlies," said Keefe. "We have some other 
options there as well, but it's a good opportunity for him that we're excited 
to give to him."   

"Big boy," said Nylander of the 6-foot-5, 227-pound Latvian. "Heavy in 
the corners. I know that from training camp, so it will be fun to see him 
out there."  

    Rubins and Steeves lead the stretch pic.twitter.com/h7Ui3XKRIE 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) December 7, 2021 

--- 

Matthews called the third period in Winnipeg on Sunday "a gong show." 
The Leafs believe it all started unravelling when Pierre-Luc Dubois 
wrestled Matthews to the ice and referee Brad Meier decided to take both 
guys to the box. 

"That situation should've been [one] penalty," said Nylander. "I don't even 
think Auston was doing anything. Weird situation. The game got out of 
control from there." 

Keefe was asked if the NHL needs to do more to protect stars like 
Matthews.  

"Those guys get a lot more attention on them so, therefore, there would 
be more opportunity for calls," the coach observed. "If I'm not mistaken, I 
don't think Auston's drawn a penalty the entire season, which is strange 
considering how much he has the puck and how involved he is. So, those 
kinds of things are worth looking at if you're involved with that." 

Per NaturalStatTrick.com, Matthews has only drawn one penalty during 
five-on-five play this season. 

Keefe calls it 'strange' Matthews hasn't drawn more penalties 
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Sheldon Keefe was asked if the league could do a better job protecting 
their elite players after Pierre-Luc Dubois and Auston Matthews were 
involved in a scuffle. The Maple Leafs head coach admits it is strange 
that Mattews hasn't drawn more penalties this year considering how 
much he has the puck on his stick. 

--- 

Did Nylander check to see when the Leafs and Jets play again?  

"I saw it already," he confirmed with a grin. "We'll see what happens." 

The Leafs host the Jets on March 31. 

Nylander is close with Sandin, his summer training partner, and found it 
hard to watch him leave the ice in pain on Sunday.  

"Obviously, you wish something would've happened out on the ice, like a 
penalty or something, but what happened, happened," he said. "We'll 
move on until we play them later on." 

Nylander already anticipating Jets rematch: 'We'll see what happens 
then' 

William Nylander reflects on the Maple Leafs' loss in Winnipeg and 
explains why he believes if a few calls were made things wouldn't have 
escalated as much as they did. 

--- 

Vladislav Gavrikov approached Domi at the Jackets morning skate and 
struck up a conversation about their duel in the 2015 World Junior gold-
medal game, which was played at Scotiabank Arena.  

"That was awesome," Domi recalled. "That was one of the highlights of 
my career. The last couple times I've come out here I haven't really 
thought about it, but Gavvy reminded me. We were talking about who 
was on his team and who was on my team. Two really good teams with a 
lot of guys in the NHL." 

Canada held on to beat Russia 5-4 in a crazy championship game. Every 
member of the Canadian team has gone on to play in the NHL. Domi 
used the word "spectacular" to describe that roster.  

"It's crazy to think it's almost seven years ago now," Domi said. "Time 
just flies. It's been a good run."  

It's been a while since Domi got to play in his hometown where his father, 
Tie Domi, was a fan favourite back in the day.  

"It's always fun," the 26-year-old said. "It's definitely a game I look 
forward to every year. Family and friends and everyone gets pretty 
excited. This is where I grew up. All the ushers and everyone, security, 
it’s always great to see everyone. It’s equally exciting for them. It feels 
like yesterday I was this big. I didn’t grow that much, but a little bit." 

Domi last played in Toronto on Oct. 5, 2019. He scored a goal and added 
an assist in a 6-5 Canadiens win. 

--- 

Petr Mrazek (groin) rejoined the Leafs at Tuesday's skate. He started on 
Sunday with the Marlies as part of an AHL conditioning stint.  

"We'll continue to build him up and get him to the point where he's ready 
to play an NHL game," Keefe said.  

Joseph Woll will dress as the backup goalie tonight.  

--- 

Lines at Tuesday's Leafs skate:  

Bunting - Matthews - Simmonds  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander  

Ritchie - Kampf - Kase  

Clifford - Engvall - Steeves  

Spezza, Mikheyev  

Rielly - Brodie 

Muzzin - Holl 

Rubins - Liljegren 

Biega 

Campbell starts  

Woll 

Mrazek  

Power play units at Tuesday's Leafs skate:  

QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Matthews, Nylander 

Middle: Kase 

Net front: Tavares  

QB: Muzzin  

Flanks: Engvall, Ritchie  

Middle: Bunting  

Net front: Simmonds 
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USA TODAY / International hockey federation confirms host China will 
play in Olympic men's tournament 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

 

With NHL players expected to participate in men's ice hockey at the 2022 
Winter Olympics in Beijing – even as the pandemic muddies the situation 
– the level of play will be elite. 

That caused the International Ice Hockey Federation to assess the 
caliber of the host country, China. No. 32 in the IIHF world rankings, 
China faced a series of defeats in the fall, after not playing since 2019, 
that thrust the team's competency into question.  

"The Council confirmed that it will uphold the decision by the 2018 IIHF 
Congress to grant the Chinese men’s national team a host qualification 
position in the 2022 Olympic Games," the IIHF said in a release. 

The IIHF denied USA TODAY Sports' request to interview a member of 
the council about the discussions pertaining to the Chinese men's team. 
The IIHF also had no further comment on the matter, not explaining how 
or why it arrived at the decision. 

Norway, ranked 11th in the world by the IIHF, would have replaced China 
if that were necessary. The top eight teams and China automatically 
qualified, with three other qualifiers determined in 2019 and 2020 round 
out the field of 12.  

China is scheduled to play Germany (fifth in the IIHF rankings), Canada 
(first) and the U.S. (fourth) in Group A play at the Olympics.  

It is rare for countries with host bids to face a talent chasm of this degree 
in team sports. IIHF president Luc Tardif began questioning China's 
prospects in September, telling Agence France-Presse that the team 
faced possible exclusion for "insufficient sporting standard."   

"Watching a team being beaten 15-0 is not good for anyone, not for 
China or for ice hockey," he said. 

The team played two games in Russia's pro league, the KHL, which IIHF 
officials evaluated. A decision was expected by the end of October, but 
officials took until this week's Council meeting to reach a conclusion. 
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The 20th-ranked China will also compete in women's hockey at the 
Winter Games. 
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